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ABSTRACT

A review of previously conducted research indicates a large number of

studies focussing on the general effects the Logo computer language has on

young children. Very liltle of this research examines the effects Logo has on

preschool children's cognitrve development. Usj:rg both quanLit:ative and

qualitative research measures, this study examined the effect Logo and C.A.I.

had on preschool children's ability to decenter. It. was concluded that the Logo

languge did not have a statisbically significant effect in reqpecL to the C.A.I.

group on Lhe Piagetian concept of decentering. The observaLions obtained

supported past research regarding social and peer interactions and peer

teaching. IL is recommencled that further research into the effects Logo has on

young children's cogniLive development be carried out on a longiLudinal basis

using both quantitative and qualitative measures.
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CHAPTER ONE

T¡troduchion

The use of a computer as an educaLlonal tool- is rapi-dly increasing. This

increase in use is direclly related to the development of ne\Àr and better

computer languages and programs designed with studentsr cognitive needs i¡
mind.

Si¡lce its introducLion, the cornputer has been generally regarded by some

as the panacea of programmed j¡struction anci jndividual teaching concepts. On

the other side of the coin, it is viewed by others as an indication of a possible

downfall- of teacher-based education. Negative remarks are frequently based on

the loss of human contact and the question of who is controlling whom? Is the

student controlling the conrputer or is it vice versa? However one regards this

too1, it is acknowledged that computers do provide certain positive, functional

purposes withl-in the classroom. Individualized i¡struchion and learner-paced

lessons are often cited as the most common advantages.

A recent trend i¡ many elementary and junior high school cla,ssrooms

uliliaing microcomputers as instructional aids is the use of Seymour papert,s

i¡novative computer language nl,ogon. The premise behi¡d the Logo language is

that through its use children will be able to learn basic Euclidean geometrical

concepts using a discovery learnlng approach. Papert. describes the experience

as being simi-lar to learning French while living in France (papert l9B0). Logo

immerses the learner in mathematics just as living in France immerses the

learner i¡ French.

This total immersion theory directly relates to piaget,s theory of

I
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cognitive development. Piaget's bheory heavily stresses the development of

logical thought processes through j¡teraction with the enyjronment. According

to Piaget, chi-ldren's cognitive development is influenced by thei¡ envjronment

and the rnaterials present within it. The envj¡onment must support the preschool

chjldrs mode of learning, that being ptay. The nature of the play materials in

the childrs envj¡onment can effect his/her cognitive devetopmenL. The

materials must allow the child to manipulate and explore them. From these

materialsr the chi-Ld will eventually assimilater accommodate, and adapt to the

ever enlarginq environment.

Educators av¿are of Piaget's developmental theory realize the importance

of an environment rich in learning materials. Computers, useC in conjunction

with pedagogi-cally sound educational software can contrjbute to that

environment. A drawback to this situation is often the cost factor of relevant

software packages for young chifdren. Papert, heavily influenced by piaget's

theory, dlsm'i-cses the cost factor i¡volved in computer retated educational

packages and i¡stead offers Logo as the solution for software selection .

Papertrs rationale for such a riìsmissal is based on his theory that Logo

creates the ideal learning conditions for children by allowing them to relate to

and interact with a cybernetic rturtle'. The 'turtle' is accepted by the children

i¡ bhe same manner as a new toy would be. Its presenting appearance is

nonthreatening and is devoid of stereotypical gender characterisLics. The

children are able to explore and accept it as part of their enyjronment just as

they would interact with any material already present jn the classroom.

Much of the research available on the use of Logo presents data

supporLing the positive social- effects the language has on the sbudents who use

it. This research does not directJy address the cl-aims made by papert regarding
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the acguisition of higher level cogniLive skills by children who use it. papert's

supposition that Logo will provide an environment that witl facjtitate cogniLive

growth through the acguisition of Euclidean geometrical concepts (papert. 1980)

is largely untesbed i¡ the preschool c.'lasstroom.

Purpose

It is the purpose of this thesis to compare the effects of the Logo

language with C.A.I. on young children's abilty to decenter.

Statement of the Prohlem

A review of the literature i¡dicates a dearbh of research examining Logo

in the manner that was set forth by Papert. The maþrity of the studies

suggest that Logo fasjfitates social growth but does not address the question of

whether the language helps chjlclren attain higher cognitive skills.

In order to maximize the strengrbh of data obtained and to mjnimize the

limitations of a sinqle research method, a combi¡aLion of qualitative and

quanLitative measures have been used in this study. As Eisner (Ig7:-) states,

'Using qualitative and quantitative methods together provides a depth of

perception, or binocular vision, that neither one can provide alone."

Derived from the stated problem is the following research hypothesis:

Research Flypothesis

Use of the computer language Logo is more effective in developing the

abjlty to decenter than is C.A.I.
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Definition of terms

Preschool children- Children who are withi¡ the range of 30 to 60 months

of age.

C. A.I.-C omputer assi.sted j¡struclion.

Decenter- The ability to think simultaneoudy in terms of Lhe whole and

iLs parts (Ginsburg & Opper 1969, p.L27).

Donaldson (1978) has detined decentrali-on as the abilty to move freely

from one point of view to another, either in the literal or the metaphorical

sense (Donaldson I978, p.152).

_Lggg- The j¡teractive computer language developed by Papert and

described in his book Mi¡dstorms (Paperb 1980).

Learning-The acquisition of new concepts by children.

It is the intent of this study to examine the Logo Janguage and young

chjldren's cognitive growth. Attention will be given to bhe followjnq questions:

1) Can young children comforbably work within a computer environment?

2) Can young children '.Iearnf from C.A.I. prograrns?

3) Can young children 'learnr from the language Logo?

4) If young children can tlearn' from Logo, can their 'learnìng' be

measured?

Factors that had to be considered when conducting this research were:

1) How could computers be jntroduced to preschool students as a parb of

their envi¡onment.

2) How could computer assisted instruction programs be j¡troduced to
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preschool students.

3) How coufd the computer language Logo be introduced to preschool

students in both the absbract and concrete forms. The abstract form of

Logo refers to the screen turtl-e versi-on of the language where the turtle

is visually displayed only while the concrete form refers to the robot

turtl-e verslon which can be touched and physically manipr-rlated.

4) How could preschool students be provided with an environment in which

they could play with the computers as with any other toy .

5) How could preschool students be provided with the opportunity to

explore the computer equipment and programs using a discovery approach.



CHAPTER TWO

C.A.I. and its Relation to Theory

One of the maþr changes in the field of learning theory has been the

shjft fron a behavioral to cognitive perspective (Gagne', I9B2). This shift i¡
prychological perspecbive has altered in the approach taken i¡ the use of

computers in education and computer assisted insbruction. Following wiJl be a

review of the effect behavioral and cognitive learning theories have had on the

use of computers in education. Poth of these theories will be djscussed in

relation to computers in education and the development of instructional

software for the classroom.

Hisborical Overview

Vüalker (1983) states n...one of the most con.qistent ti¡dings of educational

research is that learning of all ki¡ds is enhanced when learners can do

something with what they are learning and see the results of what they have

donen (p.I03). If one considers this statement in relation to the historical

development of computers in education, one can see how the philosophles and

theories behind computer based learning have changed.

Influences of Behavioral pwcholoqv

C.A.I. or computer a-qsisted instruction has its roots firmly planted in

behavioral learning principles. During the time the potential of computers in

education !vas being recognized by educators,(the 1950,s), the behavioral

movement \das enþyjng immense popularity in pqychology in North America

6
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(Burke f982).

The basis of behavioral pslzchology is found in E.L. Thorndike's

connecLionism theory and more explicitly, Thorndike's law of exercise and 1aw

of effect. Thorndike (1931) defines a connection as n...a name for the

probabiÏty of a certajn response occurring very soon after a certai¡

situation;...'(p.J-B). He used this as the basis for hjs connecLi.onism theory and

from this derived two underlying laws, the law of effect and the 1aw of

exersise.

...the law of exercise or use or
frequencyr â^s€Its that, other things
being equal the oftener a situation
connects with or evokes or leads to or
is followed by a certain response, the
stronger becomes the tendency for it to
do so in the future...the law of effect,
asserts that what happens as an effect
or consequence or accompaniment or
close sequel to a situation-response,
works back upon the connection to
strengthen or weaken it (pp.6).

Thorndike's law of effect was originally used to test animal responses to

cerbain stimuli Fro¡n this evofved the S-R (stimulus-response) theory which

states nBy reinforcing the aninal for making the correct response (or

successively closer approximations of it), the probabilty of the correct response

occurring again in the presence of the stimulus is increased" (Burke,I1BZ).

The relationship of Thorndike's S-R Theory to C.A.I. was later formed by

the behauiorist psTchologist B.F. Skinner. Using behavioristic principles and

relating them to human learnjng, Skinner proposed that human responses to

specific sbimuli coufd be brought about in much the same way as animal

reE)onses. Using both human and animal subþcts, Skinner concluded that the

learning process was essenLi-al1y the same regardless of the species belng studied
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(Skinner, 1968).

Skinnerrs ensuing interpretalion of teaching was heavily based on the S-R

concept. He argued that the aim of the educator was to imprlnt within the

student a supply of verbal reE)onses which could be evoked upon presentation of

specjfic sLimu'li. Ski¡ner acknowledged that immediate positive reinforcement

was necessary for optimal learning to occur and that within a normal classroom,

immediate rei¡forcement for twenty to thirty students was impossihle for a

teacher to adminisber at the appropriate time. As r^Jell, in order for the

students to obtajn rei¡forcement, they must be successful in completjng the

required tasks. Therefore, the lesson must be presented in small enough parLs

in order to give the students a chance at success. It vras also acknowledged

that students learn at varying rates depending on their individual learning style.

The learning situation had thus expanded to include not only immediate

rejnforcement and step-by-sbep lessons but also the adaptation of the l-esson to

the jndividual learni¡g style of each student. Referring to these educatjonal

requirements, Skinner (1969) *ated that teachers wouLd need to use mechanical

or electronic aids in order to control the learning situation (p.22).

An initial solution was to employ a teaching machine. Origina11y, the

idea of a teaching machi¡e was credited to s.L. pressey in 1926. ft was

Presseyrs intent to use such machi¡es as teshing deyices and then advance thenr

to the level of being utilized as teaching tools (pressey Lg26). UlLimately, the

machj¡e never did reach the height of acceptance within the schools as the

teaching aid Pressey had envisioned. Nevertheless, a longstanding concept did

evolve out of the teachi¡g machine when Skinner began advocatjng the use of a
similar machine in the 1950's. This concept was programned insbruction or p.L

Programmed insbrucLion consists of blocks of information being
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presented to the learner i¡ a linear, frame by frame mode advancing from

simple concepts to the more complex. Advancement is accomplished when the

learner responds correcLly to a presented question. The jnformation and

subsequent questions are put forth in such a fashion as to allow the student to

achieve a correct re{)onse via utjlizing subtfe hints contai¡ed within bhe

quesLion. In this mannerr the sbudent progresses frame by frame i¡ a linear

fashion through the program going from simple to complex quesLi-ons and

achieving positive results throughout the procedure.

Burke (1982) identifi-es the main components of programmed instruction as:

l_. SmaLl steps
2. AcEi.ve responding
3. Immediate feedbac¡ (p.23)

These steps are also found within a concept which Skinner refers to as

shaplng. The main principte behi¡d shaping is that reinforcement produces

learnjng. By relnforcing claser and closer approximations to a desired behavior,

the learner wifl focus on emmitLing responses which result in reinforcement and

subsequently, in learninq of the correct reE)onse. Ì,ooking closely at the

concept of shaping, the main coinponents of programmed instruction and the

focal point of behavioral theory, Burke (1982) sbates that many computer

a'sçisted instruction (C.A.I.) designs are based wholly on the above menti_oned

points. Burkers (1982) asserbions support in theory the work of Catdwell (1980)

who devised a series of guidelines for the development. of i¡structional material.s

using microcomputers as the medium of presentalion. Emphasizing gre gearing

of instruction to the individual needs of the learner, Caldwel1 (1980) states
none of the mosL important factors inherent in programs delivered on computer

based rystems is their ability to adapt instruction to the individual needs of

each learner.'(p.7) From such a statement it could be i¡ferred that the learner
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had determined his needs and controlled the program i¡ such a way as to ensure

that the needs were met. This would be one interpretation. However, Caldwell

(1980) further relates that nThe power of computer-based instruction resides i¡
its ability to shape l-earner behavior toward learning outcomes jn a way not

pqssi¡fe with most other media.'(p.10) This statement is in keeping with the

intrinsic behaviorjstic prjncipres found in mosb c.A.r. programs. A summary of

general features suggesbed by Caldwell (1980) for incorporation into the design

of instructional programs are as follows:

1) Learner control over the insbructional
seguence...
Th:s ability of learners to pace themsefves
provides a degree of jndividualization not
present in purely linear programs.
Ð A q¡stem should be totally índividualized
and offer highly adaptive and responsive
learning enyj¡on m ents...
3) Programs should be modularized and
structured j¡ coherent, hierarchical patterns...
4) AII skills to be mastered should be
carefully stabed j¡ performance obþctives...
5) Progress should be measured in terms of
mastery of performance obþctives...
6) Strategies for diagnosis and prescription
should be used...
7l Programs should be, where possible,
multisensory in format. (pp.7-B)

Caldwell (1980) further emphasizes that interactive lessons are important

strabegies to be utilized for this mode of instruction. His concluding comments

support the use of learner control over the instrucb:ional sequence and the

opportunity for students to achieve mastery of a lesson via branching, diagnosis,

and remediation.

Reviewing C.A.I. from this perspective it can be demonstrated how it
leant itself so easily to behaviorjstic learning principles. Stimulus-response

presentation format, individualized instruclion, immediate reinforcement for
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each response, and the ease by which shaping takes place are all key

components of the maþrity of C.A.L programs.

Cateqories of C . A.T.

From a historical viewpoint, educators have commonly categorized C.A.L

programs j¡bo four categories; drill and practice, tutoria! simuùation, and game.

Ha'l'lwe¿¡ und Brebner (1980) describe drill and practice as consisLing of bhe

presentation of a quesLion or prohlem which the student answers and which is

then immeöate]y marked with reinforcement given for a correct ans\der. If the

answer is incorrect, either hints for correction are given, the student tries the

question again, or eJ'qe a nevJ quesLion is given.

Drill and Practice

Jerman (I970), Fiorenti¡o (I977), wager Ígg2), papert. (1992), Fiske

(1983), Sheingold, Kane and Endreweit (1983) and ziajka (1983) all report that

drill and practice is consisbently used in basic skjLls areas such as math and

reading or language arts. Essentially it focusses on the areâs of education most

commonly associated with the rote learning style. Hailçs¿¡ and Brebner (1990)

further elaborate on the descripbion of dritl and practice by saying that if the

reinforcement or feedback parb of the instrucli.on were left out, the program

bej¡g used could then be uUlized as a testjng instrument.

Gagne' (1982) reflects on the use of drin and practice as being

essentially good for the Learner if drilt concepts are needed. Although such

programs utjlize behavioristic principles of sbimulus-response, Gagner (rgï2)

sbates that certain skills inherent in Lr:igher ordered problem-solving abilitjes

must be at the point of automatic response in order for the learner to be fu1ly

utiJizing all cognitive abifities. 'The imporbant thing is that modern theory

inpJies very strongly that certain kinds of basic skills not only need to be
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Iearned but AUTOMIZED'(p.14). Gagne'elaborates bhat thi.js theory of

automaticity has not yet been fully explored and he anticipates strong

resistance from educators following an anti-behaviorisLic philosophy.

Tutorial

Tutorial C.A.I. programs as described by Vüager (1982) consist of the

presentation of information followed by guestions on the content of that

information. Immediate feedback is given for the sbudent responses.

Jerman (1970) discusses the tutorial type C.A.I. program from the

standpoint of being the most. traditional or well-known type of computer

presented instruetion. Jerman (1970) tÌ-ren goes on Lo say nThis concept, no

doubt, is behind the ofben-heard questionrVüill C.AJ. replace the d¿ssroom

teacher?r" (p.54). ziajka (1983) relates that tutorial type programs are

currently being used by teachers for tutorjng in areas of specific knowledge

concepts such as science. Wager (1982) relates the tutorial mode of

presentati-on to Gagne's model of learning based on cues and jnformaLi-on

retrieval. This theory of learning is referred to as the information processi-ng

model (Gagne' I974).

Simu.lation_

Simulation type programs are designed to allow the student to experience

a real-ljfe situation focussing on decision-making and problen solving without

the actual consequences of the decisions ever occurring. Ha]]lve¿¡ and Brebner

(1980) describe simul,ations as being a learning experience in which a student

acts through a situation and learns by seeing the results of the decisi.ons he or

she has made.

Bitter and Camuse (1984) interpret simulations as being an experienLial

situation which would be too difficult to reproduce in a classroom setting. The
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following is thej¡ description of a simulation:

Simulations allow students to make, and be
affected by, their ohrn desjsions. Guided
according to the data provided by the
simulations, the sbudent selects certain
options or risks, and then witnesses the
results of the desision. 1p. A9).

Students using the discovery method of learning j¡ a simulation situation

can often Êind the relationships between variables present in the program

(Viager I9B2). Grade nine sbudents at St. Anners School in Brooklyn Heights,

Nelv York' worked through the relationships between qpeed and mass using a

simulaLion program in Einstein's Theory of Rel¡tivity. student-s maniprì'tate their

weight and speed of travel i¡ order to see the effects increases/decreases have

on both variabfes (risXe 1983).

cqqef

Game programs often fall into a category somewhere between drjll and

practice and simrúation. Programs developed using a game approach often

inco4>orate two concepts together. Relyjng on the competitive or guasi

competitive nature of a sbudent, many programs will imbed complex material or

repetitive drill concepts in a'beat the computerror'match your wits and/or

skills against the cornputer or fellow student' format. In this way, the sbudent

is learning new material or reviewing concepts i¡ a u¡ay that is exciting and

fun. The computer then becomes more than an electronic page turner. Usi¡g

color, graphics, and sound, the computer becomes a high leve1 moLivator and a

stimulati¡g teacher.

In a discussion of what computers could mean to education and how

educators could take advantage of a computer's capacity for interactive
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insLructional materia! the Report of the Advisory Committee on Computers in

Education, Manitoba Department of Education, 0982) sbated that a variety of

computer instructional presentatiors can enrich the learning situation by

providing a form of interacbion with the learner which is beyond what a teacher

could reasonably be expected bo provide (p.12). Teachers could not be expected

to embedd boring or complex material in a game format on a daily basis but

computer programs can. Burke (1982) summarizes a game design in bhe

following;

If the obþctives of a C.A.I. lesson can be
accompJlshe<ì with a gamelike approach, the
motivation of the students can sometimes
benefit greatly. Games are often good for
keeping up a rapid pace of learnjng and
increasing the student's affective involvement
in the lesson, thereby possibly increasi.ng
learning and retention. (p.94)

Bitter and Camuse (1984) refer to programs with problem situations in

which concepts are not taught but instead refi¡ed through appJication as being

'high-level, problem-solving programs..."(p.58). They further state that these

programs could also be described as being neducational gamesn (p.59).

Summarv of C .4.ï.

The four maþr forms of CAI that have been described are drill ancj

practlce' tutoriat simulation and games. All were originaLly developed based on

the concepts of behayioral pqzchology, which was the popular theory of learning

at the time. However, other theories developed all over the world are

constantly being accepted and in the late 1960's and early 1970's, a widely

known and accepted European theory of learning based on the stages of
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cognitive development, became popular enough to challenge the behaviorjst

traötion of sLimulus-req)onse learning in North America. The theory of Jean

Fiaget is referred to as Piaget's Theory of Intellectual Development and was

based on more than fifty years of direct observation, interviews and tests of

children and their learning. This theory development was in direct contrast to

the behavorial theorist Skinner, who had hardly studied chjldren (Ginsburq 6(

Opper, 1969).

Piaqetian Theory of C ognitive Development

Àccording to Ginsburg & opper (1969), piaget & rnhelder (Lg74), (1969),

Beard (1972), Prrla-e¡i (1971), Piaget (1977) and Travers (1982), piaget's theory

r¡iews the development sf j¡telligence as resulting from oners actions, not from

one's language. In essence' an individual constantly sLrives for cognitive

equiÏbrium with onets environment. However, the environment js contj¡uously

changing and thus constant equilibrium is not always possible. Therefore,

through a process of assimi.lation and accom modation, adapatation to the

changes occur resulting in a restored sbate of equilibrium. The organization of
oners thoughts and actions to achieve adaptation and eqrri'librium resufts in the

modjfication and crealion of what Piaget calls structures. These structures take

different forms at various ages throughout an i¡dividual's ]ife and are referred

to as organized patterns of behavior based on experiences and actions.

Piaget has divided his theory of intellectual development jnto four
developmental stages which have general age guidelines for each stage. His

premise is that each person passes through these stages in a hierarchical fashion

bujldjng upon concepts developed in the previous stage. The stages can be

summarized as follows:
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1) Sensorimotor Stage- birth to two years. The child possess innate

structuresf one being the suckj¡g reflex. The chief characteristic of this stage

is the development from primary circular reactions (chance behaviors 1eading to

hahits) bo tertiary ci¡cular reactions (the reprodustion of an event to produce

novel results).

2) Preoperational Stage- Two years to Five years. the main characberisLic

of a preoperational thinker is perception-bound thinking. In other words, the

child is very concrete i¡ his thoughts and acLions. Terms such as egocentric,

centered, irreversabilby, tranductive, aIL describe a preoperational child. It is

a'lso in this stage that the development of q¡mboJic activity and language takes

place.

3) Concrete Operations Stage- Five years to 11 years. In this stage, there

is a general decli¡e of egocentrism and an increase in language. True

classification behavior emerges as well as the concept of reversabitity. Seriation

and concept of number develo¡x and from this (as we| as from classification)

develops the idea of conservation. This is one of the crucial points in the

concrete operation sbage of development.

4) Formal Operational Stage- Eleven Years to Adrút. The concepts

learned and developed in the former three stages lead to this lâst stage of

development. rn this stage, individuals develop abstract thought,

hypotheLi.c-deducbive thinking, generatizalion of concepts, etc., and obþcti.vity

(Piaget & rnhelder (1969), (L974), Ginsburg & opper (1969), Beard (1970), piaget
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(197I), Prr'laski (1971), Renner et al (L976), and Travers (1982)).

Thus' Piagetian theory propases that cogniLive development proceeds from

the concrete to the abstract with each sbage of development depending upon

prior stages. As we]], envj¡onmental i¡fluences are crucial for i¡tellectual

development for it is through the i¡dividual's interactions with the environment

that leads to cogniLive growth. Therefore a child whose surroundi¡gs are rich in

stimuli will be constantly striving to understand and adapt to the stimuli, thus

nourishing Ns cognitive growth.

This theory of cognitive development contrasts wíth behaviorisEic theory.

The cognitivists be'lieve that an individual learns by acting upon the

envjronment whiLe the behaviorists assert that learning occurs due to

envj¡onmental influences upon the individual (Bigge, Ig82).



CHAPTER THREE

Review of ReJated Literature

During'the past few years, the
influx of microcomputers has grown
from a mere trickle to a torrent,
engulÊing teachers and administrators
in a flood of confused expectaLions
and unfuifilled promises.

Vtatt, 1983 p.83

The speed with which microcomputers have found their way into some

classrooms is accurately refl.ected in the above statement. The preschooL

classroom is not an exceptlon. si¡ce the development of the Logo Janguage in
the late sixties by Papert and colleagues and its subsequent adaptation to the

microcomputer, Early chitdhood educators have been accepting it as bhe least

i¡timidating of all computer related learning sysbems. From this, Logo has been

adopted wholeheartedly as a means of introducing young chitdren to computer

envj¡onments. rt is the purpose of thj:s chapter to present the theory underlying

the computer language Logo and review the recent research avai'lable on Logo

regarding its appJication i¡ Early childhood education.

Papert's Theory of Logo.

A definition of Logo would be sinrply that Logo is an i¡teractive
computer language which provides a form of com municaLi.on between a

rybernetic or screen turtle and the user (papert, l9B0). As stated by rapert.
(1980' 1981, I9B2' 1984), Nelson (1981), overa'ìl et al (19Bl), Abelson g9B2),

Billstein (rgï2), djsessa and l,Ihite (Lg82), Higginson (rgg2), Lawler 6982),

18
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Riordon (1982)' Shapiro (1982), Solomon (L982), Tursman (1982), Upitis (IgB2),

vtatt (L982), wjfriams Ã982), Bul'l and Tipps (1983-94), Hines ß983), Lough

(1983), and Noss (1983)rand Torgerson (1983-84) Logo is much more than a

language. These researchers descrj-be Logo as an envjronment where children

and adults learn powerful ideas through exploration and mastery. However,

before one can fully understand the Logo language, the development of papert's

Lheory must be exami¡ed.

A student of Piaget's in the early 1960's !,ras a mathematician by the

name of Seymour Paperb. Papert, whose majn interest was in the education of

young children and the creation of the perfect learning envi¡onment !üas

sbrongly influenced by Piaget's theory. This is evident by his contjnuous

references to the learning environment and the stabement: nI take from Jean

Haget a model of children as builders of their own intellectual structures"

(Papert, l9B0' p. 7). From this, Papert djscusses how chjldren learn and acquire

knowledge through their own efforts, without formal instruceion. A believer in

surroundings rich jn learning materials, Papert asserts that lack of

envj¡onmental- cues are responsible for the inabilty of children to grasp certain

concepts as well as they shoulcl. This djffers from Piaget's belief which states

that the inabilty results because it is due to the complexity of the concepts to

be learned. Focussing on the area of Euclidean geometry, papert maintai¡s that

a child given materials natural to his/her envi¡onme¡l çi'l.l, through exploration

and discoverYr learn the basic concepts of said geometry. This is not to be

interpreted as the child wilL know them in the formal sense of theorems and

equations but rather will know them j¡ a way that makes them meaningful and

relevant to the childrs way of functioning at that point in his ljfe.

One of Papertrs beliefs is that computer learning enyj¡onments are
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povlerful ways to hetp create the perfect learning situation. In order to achieve

this, papert has developed a language called Logo which uLilizes both a screen

cursor called a turtfe and rybernetic robot also called a turtle. Paperb (1980)

refers to the turLle as an obþct-to-think-with and one that allows

cross-cultural identity, embedded knowledge and personal identification (Paperb'

1980, p. 1I).

Through Piaget's teachings, Papert (1980) recognizes that play is an

important method of learning which preschool children utjlize consbantly. Fei¡

(1983) elaborates on Piaget's interpreEation of play as being:

Piaget's most important contrjbution to the
idea of pläy as a wj¡dow on thought and
emotion comes from his view of play as
asqimilation (Fein, f983).

In short, chilciren must, through the processes of assimilation over

accomodation, masLer whatever it is they are attemptjng to play with before

sheer play for the pleasure of the acLivity can occur (Piaget' 1962). Papert

therefore proposes that given a computerized learning environment using Logo'

which children can explore, discover, and play with at bhei¡ ov/n rate, they wiìI

learn the basic properties of Euclidean geometnr and problem solving jn a way

i¡trjnsic to each chlld. Thus, the computer, with the Logo language' is

envisioned as assumimg the role of faqjlitator withi¡ the child's envj¡onment.

Krasnor and Mitterer (f984) have written nThe Logo experience was

designed expJicitly to facjltate the learning of powerful ideas, skiJJs' and

heurjsbics which Lranscend the immediate task envjronment and can be applied

in other probtem-solving areas'(p.133). The predomlnent viewpoint of Logo

adopted by mosb researchers is summed up by Harvey's (1983) sLatement that

nl,ogo is a language for learningn (p.f63). From thjs, the power of Logo is
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generally regarded as being found in the theory of learni¡g it advocates. This

theory is based on the Piagetian theory of learning through exploration and

discovery of one's envj¡onment resuttj¡g in mastery and adaptation of retevant

concepts.

Papert (1980) observed that most forms of classroom learning are

measured using a testing format of evaluation. V,lith this type of measure, what

a student learns is either right or wrong with no credit given for the underlying

process of obtaining the resultant answer. In the Logo environmenL, what a

sbudent learns js relevant to what the student wants to know at that point in

time and a1so, to what the student is capable of learning, independent of what

levels of learning other students in the cJ"ass are at. For papert, who vJas a

devout foLlower of Piaget and his theory, learning js a proces oriented

approach. Papert (1980) proposed that children could use a computer as nan

obþct to think withn contingent upon it being accepted by them as a natural

part of thei¡ learning enuironrnent such as a toy or play-obþct.

It is commonly agreed upon by Eady Chjldhood educators that young

children learn through p1ay. Weininger (1979) has said:

It is through play that the young child
recreates the world and comes to understand
it, his play ls predicabed on his experiences.
Play is not aimless or purposeless or
undirected. It is the child's attempt to
achieve, to feel comfortable, and hence to be
able to innovate and change his world (p.5).

Relatjng the concept of a technology oriented society to basic human

values and how they can be meshed withj¡ a learnjng envìronment, pluimer

(1984) states 'understanding the computer is child's play compared to

understandjng child's play' (pp.16-17).

Anker, Foster, Mclane, Sobel and Weissbourd (1974) propose that most
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educators are in agreement with the theory that free choice of activities and

meaningfut envjronmental interaction are key components to young chjfdren's

learning. Rossman (1983) connects the use of computers as machines to be

programmed to the use of computers as a means of playing with programming

concepts. From thjs respect, Rossman (1983) advocates the use of Logo as tLre

language through which meaninqful programming concepts can be acquired

through play.

Loqo Research Proi:cts.

Of more than forty- eight research projects reviewed, it was found that

only four proþcts implemented the Logo language using papert's recommended

approach' that being the play approach to learning. Studies were found where

sbudents were introduced to computers via the play approach or elqe were

al-lowed to play with the computers in the preschool class but these did not

i¡vol-ve the use of the l,ogo language.

One sbudy reviewed (Rubens, Poo]e, Hoot, 1984) did advocate the use of

play for allowing children to become accustomed to computers. It was found,

however, that while the researchers advocated the use of play as the mode of

learning, they only allowed the children access to cardboard repJicas of

computers.

The studies presented here were selected on the basis of their use of

Logo within the classroom. All of them do not pertain to the preschool level of

educaLion. It was found that there is a definite lack of research on Logo in the

preschool c'lassroom in general Research on Logo in conjunction with the play

approach to learni¡g is practically nonexistent.

A review of the ljterature on Logo reveals few settjngs using papert's

recommended play approach for the learning of the language. Many setLings
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imposed a high degree of structure on the teachi¡g of the language and then

attempted to compare the research results with those found by Papert. The

Chjftern Logo proþct (Noss, 1983) was designed to eval-uate teachjng strategies

for implementing Logo in clasqrooms of eight to ten year o1d children. Although

the aim of the proþct was to develop and propose teaching strategies, the

investigator reported bhat initial attempts at structuring the jrstruction proved

fruitfess. Noss (1983) revealed that the children were not ready for formal

i¡sbrucbion using Logo. The researchers had to allow the teachers to assume

the role of facjltator and the children that of explorers. The chjldren were

better able to learn the language when they approached it in an unstrucbured

manner.

A research prolect referred to as the Edinburgh Proþct (1980) used Logo

as a means to enhance mathematical skills amongst 12 and 13 year old boys

attendjng a private school in Scotland. During a two year period, students were

taught Logo concepts via a series of graded worksheets and also completed

special assigned Logo proþcts desi.gned to enhance the regular math curriculum.

The researchers conclude that malhematical understandlng was enhanced in the

students given Logo who also displayecl a more E:sitive attilude regarding

mathematics as a who1e. However, results on a basic maths tesb were not

meani¡gful The Logo group achieved orùy a slightly higher score than the

control group.

Paperb's (1980) claims that Logo can successfully create a transfer of

learning effect with regards to problem-solving concepts, procedural planning

strategi.es to achieve goals, and a more positive attibude towards errors

(referred to as bugs) are æ far untested. The previously cited sbudies, the

Chiltern Logo Proþct and the Edi¡burgh Proþct, had both intended to test for
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specific skill attainments. The researchers acknowledged greater changes in

attitudes, social skills and learning styles than changes in specifi-c cognitive

processes.

Play Approach Studies.

Another proþcb' the Broolcline Logo Proþcb consisted of two research

studies, one following from the other. The initial proþct was implemented by

Papertrs M.I.T. research group and the public schools of Brookline,

Massachusetts (1979) in order to see if Logo was appropriate for students with

different learning sbyles and needs. Using Papert's approach of the student as

explorer and the teacher as faciltator, data on 16 studen'us were obtained in

the areas of sbudent learning styles and in the amount of information obtained

in the areas of computer programming and mathematics. The second part of the

proþct focussed on the development of the curriculum supportjng the classroom

use of Logo.

Using grades four to eight sbudents, curriculum materials were developed

and placed within the classroom for assessment. The materials ranged from

i¡troductory how-to lessons to advanced Logo games utilizing a microworld and

a dynaturtle. The games were designeC to allow the students to be able to

modify them according to their own needs. The results indicated students could

use the games as sbeps in developing higher level programming concepts. tr{ore

conclusively, data revealed a trend in which students with a good knowledge

base of Logo concepts easily became teachers for thejr peers. A related trend

was that of the development of high level social j¡teraction among the students

who worked on the Logo proþcts.

Supporting the results of the Brookline proþct is the ongoing Computers

i¡ the Schools research in New vork cÍty. Grades two through nine are given
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microcomputers and Logo with each class having access to them from withi¡ the

classroom. T¡creases in student inberaction, activity, and interest. are credited

to Ehe use of Logo and the availability of the computers.

Focussing more di¡ectly on papert's c'laims of what Logo can do, the

Lamplighter Proþct i¡ Da]]asr Texas determined to see if Logo could actually

enhance better thr-inki.ng, learning skjlls, and problem-soIving. Adhering to the

concepts of exploratíon and discovery as the mode of learning, students from

preschool classes up to grade four used Logo (with the inclusion of special

procedures called sprites) on a regular weekly basi,s. Results from the sbudy

tentatively support Papert's claims that Logo helps improve general problem

solving skills (Gorman, Jr., l9B2). More conclusively, NeJson (1981) and Dafoe &

Levenbhal (1981) sLate that Logo helps children improve in peer-interaction

skills, develop a more positive self-image, acguire a sense of co-operation and

learn how to share ideas through teaching one another newly discovered

procedures.

Logo research carried out at Bank Street College, New york also

foctr.qsed on directly addressi-ng Papert's claims regarding programming and

problem-solving abilities. According to Karen Sheingold, director of the Center

for Chj-ldren and Technology at Bank Street College, children given 50 hours of

Logo programming did not perform significanLly djfferent on tasks designed to

lesb for problem-solving than children who did not receive Logo. Badger (1983)

of Massachusetts Department of Education confirms Sheingold's findings in

relation to research conducbed in the Cambridge schools. Results on transfer

skills regarding Logo and pen and paper drawings h/ere non-signiticant between

an experimental Logo group and a control non-Logo group.

With respect to Papert's (1980) claims regarding Logo and what it can do
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for learners, additional research has failed to conclusively support said claims.

Lowd (L982), Bandeler (1982), Solomon (1982), Upitis (1982), Billsb.ein (Igg2)l

Watt (1982), Riordon (1982), Shapiro (L982), Williams (1982), Butl and Tipps

(1983-84) and Torgerson (1983-84) have all reported research findings on Logo

use within classroom settings from bhe preschool to Junior High school level

Thei¡ findings support the use of Logo to develop confidence in se1f,

peer-interactj.on, high interest levels, and social skjlls. Their findings reported

general perceived i¡creases in problem-soIving, transfer of knowledge regarding

mathematical concepts, procedural thinkjng, programming abiliuies, and i¡creases

in eognrtron. None of the studies reported data results using either observations

with signlficant inter-rater reliabilty score or statjsbical analyses to supporb

the claims.

The research suggests that Logo may be used in the classrooms as a

vehicle to develop the affecLive domain of the learner, to enhance social and

communlcation skills and to allow the sbudents to experience a sense of success

and self-worth while developing an j¡dividual learning style. There is no

evidence to support Papert's r-'laims that Logo is a tool for developing higher

cognitive skills. However, it must be stated again that few of the studies

reported actually used the discovery method Papert advocates. Most of bhe

studies reported that Logo was taught to the sbudents and that the sbudents

then experimented with the designs. As wellv Krasnor and Mitterer (1984) sbate

that current Logo J1terature is open for criticism from an experimental

viewpoint. Lack of obþctive measurement in many of the reported research

studies invalidate many findings. Rousseau and Smith (1981) also expressed

concern over the lack of evidence supporbing Papert's claims found in

Mindsborms. Although Lhere is a deficienry of conclusive, staUsLical results
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supporLing Logo, there are excellent tentative hypotheses which shoutd be

pursued.

Paperb Supported

Of the forty-eight studies reviewed, one study did report results in

support of Papertrs claims. Hines (1983) conducted a study in which she

aLtempted to determine if five year old children could perform computer

programming tasks. Using a pre and posbtesb design, she admi¡Listered three

testing instruments which encompassed number and lebter idenUfication, rya¡al
conce¡rts and number quantity, a tifteen guestion jnterview regarding attitude

and understanding of the computer, and nine Piagetian tests on conservation,

seriation and classifi.cation. Based on the test resulLs, Hines (1983) found that

five year old children could indeed use the computer as a tool for

prohlem-solving and thinking through Logo programming concepts. This was the

only research study reviewed whi-ch directty addressed papert's claims

concerning the effects the Logo language had on young children's cognitive

abilities.

Whife many studies can be found supporLing the use of Logo in Early

Chjldhood Education, studies can also be found opposino its use. Barnes and HjLl

(1983) state that chitdren should be at least. j¡ the Piagetian state of concrete

operations before they are introduced to microcomputers. Thei¡ rationale is

based on thej¡ belief that prercperational children reguire large amounts of

gross-motor activities; activities which work (or play) with microcomputers

could not provide. They furbher expand upon the concept of a young child

requiring real-Ife experiences in order to develop problem-solving processes and

experimentation abilities. While viewing Logo as a potential medium for such

concepts' Barnes & HjlI (1983) sb.ate that Logo reguires chilclren to learn precise
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commands before anlthing can be done. Nevertheless, it can be proven that the

i¡stant forms of Logo developed for young children encourage experimentation

with the turtle via one key sbroke commands often with graphic symbols over

them to visually depict the subsequent action of the turtfe upon pressing the

key. Gross motor activities are on"ly a part of the young child's growing and

learning process. PIay with a robot turtte serves to enha.nce, not Jimit, gross

motor activity, as sbated by papert (1980).

chin (1984) documents Lhe concerns from parent and educators regarding

preschool computing. Relating it to the T.V. phenomena where the T.V. becomes

a surrogate parent, Chin (1984) stresses that preschool children benefit more

from the shared interaction between the parent and child while playi¡g with

and/or on the computer than by using it alone. She concludes lhat the

computersr imporLance lies in the area of social interaction which is fostered

through the sharing of computer knowledge by the students. An important point

a'lso stressed is that the computers should be regarded for what they are-

another learning tool for the children to explore with.

SUMMARY

The research presented j¡dicates a need for further study in the area of

Logo and preschool education using the p.lay approach as recommended by

Papert. As we]]' a review of the literature in the area of Logo in Eady

Childhood Education reveals a lack of evidence supportíng papert's (1980)

claims regarding tran$er of learning, problem-solving and development of higher

level cognitive abitities. This could be due to the fact that few studies used

Logo the way Papert sh¿tes it should be used,

I"lost of the studies reported observational data supporting Logors use as
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a tool for developing social interaction skills amongsb children, for creating a

greater sense of contidence and self-worbh, and for heþing in the acguisilion of

co-operative and sharing skills. Two studies were found opposing the use of

Logo for young chjldren and advocated their use in higher grades-leveìs only.

The rationale for these studies was based on the belief that microcomputers

limited the freedom of young chi-ldren to experiment and participate in

gross-motor activities. Out of all reporLed studiesr only one sbudy was found

acbually measuring the Piagetian concepls Papert. claims Logo was designed to

enhance.

It is the purpose of thi.;s study to investigate the use of Logo in a

preschool setting using the play approach to learning and to determine if Logo

will- affect the ability of young children to decenter. Decentering js the

Piagetian concept of being able to thjnk si-multaneously in terms of bhe whole

and its parts (Ginsburg & opper 1969). I,tith reference to preschool children,

thei¡ abilty to decenter cou-ld refer to their bejng ahle to see the diffg¡s¡gs

between a whole colleslion of shapes and the jndir¡idual charaqterjstics of the

shapes themselves. Donalcison (1978) has defined decentration as the abilty to
move freely from one poj¡t of view to another, either in bhe literal or

metaphorical sense (p. 152). Decentering js the concept being focussed upon in

this study as it is seen as one of the "higher cognitive piagetian abi]ities" Logo

is supposed to enhance.

The following chapter wi.ll present the research hypothesis, methodology

employed and limitaLions of the study regarding the use of Logo in the

preschool envjronment used in this sEudy.
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The Method

The Prohlem

A recent trend in classrooms uLilizlng microcomputers is the adoption of

Seymour Paperbfs innovative computer language Logo. Paperb advocates that

through Logo, children wjLl be able to learn basic Euclidean geometrical

concepts in an interactive plây approach. He rel-ates the experience as being

similar to learning French while livi¡g in France (Papert 1980). Much of the

literature on Logo shows how the language helps children develop socially but

does not address the guestion of whether Logo helps chjldren attain higher

cognitive skills than children who use oLher avai'lahle computer assisted

instructional (C. A.I.) software.

The purpose of this study was to determine if young children of

preschool age who use Logo will acquire the ability to decenter'more than the

same age group of children who use only regular drjll-and-pracLice and games

oriented C. A.I. programs.

Mai¡ Research Question

Wjll the use of the coinputer language Logo help children acquire the

ability to decenter more than the use of C.A.I.?

Research Hypothesis

Use of the computer language Logo js more effecli-ve in developing

the ability to decenter than is C.A.I.

30
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Null esis.

There is no difference between children who use the computer language

Logo and children who use C.A.I. in thejr abilty to decenter.

HO: Experimental Group I = Experimental Group 2

The Settinq

An integrated preschool in a university setting was selected as the site

for thi.;s study. The preschool used a play approach to early childhood education.

A play approach emphasizes exploraLion, experimentation, and i¡teraction withi¡

the preschool envj¡onment through play. The teachers within the preschool

structured the dally curriculum toward the aforemenli.oned play approach and

provided an ideal envj¡onment where thei¡ role became that of a facilitator of

learning.

The preschool was used both as a practicuum settjng for fourth year

Early Childhood cerUfication studenLs and as a research setting for graduate

students in Special Education.

The preschool was housed in a room with various secLions designated

for specific purposes. There was a reading corner, block play corner, playhouse

area' gym mat arear climber, watertable, sandbox, drawing and arLs corner, a

play office area' supply area, fridge and video equipment area, and a computer

area. Large, openr play areas in the center of the room provided space for gross

motor activities such as large group games, play cars and sma't't group adventure

activities, etc.. lrawing and arts tables \¡Jere converted i¡to eating tables

during snack time (see Figure 1).

Each area had distinct boundaries although they were not recognizecl
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instantly as such. Varations in room atmosphere were common when compari¡g

the various areas, eg. the calm reading area as opposed to the dynamic block

play area.

The computer center was segregated from the rest of the room by J-ow

shelves on two sides placed against an outsde wat'l and a tall supply shelf

making it an open area with the appearance of beinq enclosed (see Figure 2).

The preschool underwent renovations in lr{arch resulting in the block play area

being moved beside the computer area. New computer tables built to

specification for the children anci the computer area created a more open,

interacbive envjronment. By this, it is meant that the area v/as made more

serviceable for young chjldren by scaling the computer furniture down to their

size; this opened more floor q)ace for the fl-oor turLle to move around j¡ and

for the children to play on while usi¡g the computers.(see rigure 3).

Sample

The sample for this study was drawn from a university based preschool

population. The sample ranged from 30 months to 60 months in age and

consisted of 46 students jn total. The composition of the population i¡cluded

racial , economic, social, and parental education diversity.

The students were divided into morning and afternoon classes and most

sbudents attended an average of two out of four classes per week. Included in

Lhe total population were four special needs students. These students hacj

varying degrees of mental handicaps and \^/ere involved in a maj¡streaming

program withi-n the preschool Pre-study observalions over a three month period

in the spring of l9B3 did not reveal any notabl.e effecbs on jnteraction between

the chjldren regarding the integraLion factor.
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The study sampte was comprised of 46 students of which 2l students

formed the A.M. sample group and 25 sbudents formed the p.M. sampte group.

The proporLi.on of

respectively.

males i¡ each group was .42 percent and .40 percent

Demoqraphic Chart

Mean Age B MaIe B Female

Group 1 45 Months .42 .58

Group 2 45.8 Months .40 .60

I¡structional ms

The main focus of this research was to determi¡e the effects of the Logo

language on young chjLdren's abilty to decenter. when selecting the Logo

programs to be used ,however, certain conötions had to be met. The popuJ_ation

under study had obvious limitations and the programs used had to take these

limitations into consideration. Reading skills of a preschool population are

primitive. Language development is undergoing rapid change and memory

capabilities are as yet limited. The abilty to handle absbract concepts is

undercleveloped at this age as well A further consideration is the l-i-mitation of
flne-motor co-ordination. Young children are physically unco-ordinated with

regards Lo fine muscle movement. They prefer to participate i¡ gross-motor
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activities, but this may also be a result of thejr short attention q>an to low

activity leve1 games.

Programmes Chosen

The programmes employed also had to take into account the mode young

children use to learn with. Children master a concept through exploraLion

resulting in their abitity to play with the concept. 'It is through play that the

young chifd recreates the world and comes to understand it, his play is
predicated on his experiences. Play is not aimless cr purposeless or undirected.

It is the child's attempt to achieve, to feel comfortable, and hence to be ahle

to innovate and change his worldn(Weininger,I979,p.5).

Based on this reasoning, the Logo program chosen had to accommodate

these physical and cognitive conditions as we'ì] as comply to the play approach

of learning. The Logo language chosen was not a 'true' Logo language. It was

a variation of Logo designed for use with young children who are unable to

understand the q¿ntax inherent in a 'higher-1eve1' Logo language.The following

is a description of the programs used in this study:

Radio Shack Color Logo Program- The Radio Shack Color Logo is a turge

graphics language program based on many of the ideas i¡ Logo (watt, 19g3

p.152).

Color Logo has four operating modes: Run,
EditrBreak, and Doodle. In Run, you can
gi.ve commands to the turtl-e. In Edit you
create or edit procedures. Breal< is used
to move between Run and Edit, to save
procedures on a cli.sk or cassette, or to
print them with a printer.Doodle allows
young chjldren to create turble drawings
by pressing sing[es keys

Watt, 1983 p.162.

Apple Logo Program- The Logo program for the Apple [E microcomputer

consists of two separate instrucbional programs, the Tasman Turtle program and
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Terrapin/Krell Logo program.

The Tasman Turtle program has an Instant turtle Command subprogram

which utjfizes one key symboJic representation for controlling the robot turtlers

movements.

The Terrapj¡/Krell Logo program is the version originally developed at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. It includes Jist-processing

capabilities, edit mode, separate procedure definilion mode, screen-copy printing

capabiïties, and a feature for saving turtle graphics directJy onto a disk.

The Terrapin/Krell Logo program is more complex for young children to

use than the other Logo programs mentione<i. Use of this program was limited

meani.ng that it was only used when it was determi¡ed that the children were at

a level where they couLd comforbably work within the framework of the

language. Tt hras posslble that the progrâm would never have been used.

However, near the end of the study, a few children expressed interesb in using

the program and demonstrated their abiïty to do so. Their use of it was very

brief consisting of approximately ten minutes of use during the two days when

they expressed the initial interest.

Computer Assi,sted lrstruction Program mes:

Radio Shack Sesame Street Software- These Programs a'l'l utj.lize a highly

graphical, games oriented approach towards the learning of basic skills anrl

include sound effects and color.

With the exception of Ernie's Magic Shapes , aJl of the programs conLrol

screen figure lnovement and answer selection by use of a þysLick.

Cookie Monster's Letter Crunch- This prograrn is designed for the sinqle

user and focusses on letter and word matching skills. The student is required to
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select the correct letter from a group of letters to complete a word which wjll

match either a displayed or previousty displayed word. Various difficulty levels

¿¡s ¿yeitable.

Ernie's Magi.c Shapes- The program is designed for the si¡g1e user and

teaches basic col-or and shape matchinq skills. Students are reguired to select a

shape that matches a shape either displayed alone or within a complex figure.

selection is accomprished by choosing either the up-arrow key signifying ,yes,

the shape is the same', or the down-arrow key meaning 'no, the shape is

differentr.

Peanut Butter Panic- This program requires cooperation between two

players in order to 'buifri' peanut butter sandwiches. EssenLially, it is designed

to teach cooperation and strategy skills. Students must catch stars in order to

bltild rËndwichesr and score points. one student can propel another student,s

player higher onto the screen to catch bigger stars. The students must use

co-operation and common -goat orientation to successfully play the game.

star Trap- The program is totally games oriented and focusses on

cooperatlon between two players in order to catch a 'starr and therefore wj¡

the game. The program requires one or more students to work withi_n an

obstacle filled maze. Eye-hand co-ordination as well as player co-operation is

required.

Taxi- This program teaches cooperation and basic money skl1ls as pJ_ayers

attempt to run a taxi company. Basecl on a city map format, students must

co-ordinate thejr movements to pick up fares and drive them to their
designation using the safesb anri mosb economical route.
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Computer software used on the Apple IIE computer were:

Gertrude's Puzzles- Thi.;s program is designed for an older age group than
preschool students but its graphic orientation appeat.s to the younger age group.

The student is required to match shape attributes to construct a puzzle via
lGertrude'. specific keys are designated as direcLlonal movement keys. Manual

dexterity , memory and concentration sküs are required.

Rocky's Boots- This program is also geared towards the older age group

but it's graphics orientation produces a high jnterest level from the younger

students. The program essenFially teaches Boolean math princip1-es through the
construction of electrical circuits, etc.. The student is required to fit specific
circuit parts together to form a complete path for the energy flow. Movement is
accompÏshed via specifi-c directionar keys. Memory, concentration, and manual

dexterity skjlls are required.

NumBig- a number and fetter recognition program from the Manitoba

computer Assisted Learning consorLium. Large scale numbers and letters appear
on the microcomputer screen. The child is reguired to identi-fy them by selecling
the correspondlng key.This program is for use on the Apple ïïE microcomputer.

Materials designed researcher

A preschool activity package developed by the researcher was used in
conþnction with the Radio shack Logo progra¡n. The package consisLed of Logo
drawing acLivities based on the Piagetian concepts of generalization,
conservatlon of length, and ordering. The activities vrere designed base. on the
requests of the preschool students who had been involved in the initiat
observation study in the æring of 1983.

The activities are described as follows:
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_Cards- Two packages of cards similar to playlng cards contained the

sequences for drawi¡g either a square or a triangle. Cardboard posters depicting

the drawj¡gs the cards represent were displayed above the cards. The children

were free to choose a deck of cards to heJp them draw the picbures when using

Doodle Logo.

Crazy Cards- Packages containing random ordered symbols for Dood1e

Logo turtle movements were avaì]able for interactive card game seguences. The

children were encouraged to use their imaginaLion and order the cards into a

seguence of their own desi.gn.

House- A picture of a house comprised of a square with a triangle on top

of it for a roof was placed beside the cards. A turtl-e was depicted asking the

question nNohr, can you draw a house?"

_Uaze- A q)onge puddle was placed on one corner of the Radio Shack

Color Computer screen with a larger sponge pond placed in the opposite corner.

Felt arrows pointed the vlay from the puddle to bhe pond in a random,

directional manner going around a felt tree. The chjld was required to di¡ect

the turtle from the puddle to the pond following the arrows. This activity

i¡volved right and left manipulations of the turtle. These manipulations were

very hard for the chjldren to make. The children viewed the turLle from the

egocentric viewpoint preoperational children (as defined by Piaget) possess. It

provec to be quite hard for the student-s to realize that their orientaLion of

right and left v,¡as not always the turLle's directional orientation. This

phenomenon was also discussed by Solomon 0976) in a paper describing a

seven-year-old chjld's experience with Turtle Logo. The chilci had consistent

difficulty j¡ manuevering the turLle in the direcLion the turU.e was facing if it
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proved to be different bhan the direction the child expected the burtle to go.

Star- A transparency with a five-point star on it was designed to be

placed over the Radio Shack Color computer screen. The child would be asked

if he/she could outline the star using the turile.

Posters- Various posters depicting turtle drawings done by the students

using the Apple Logo q/Sem were placed around the computer area. This was

done in the same manner as the hanging of drawings and paintjngs produced by

the students when they worked jn the arts corner. Students were then able to

look at thejr turLle drawings and use them as guides for further productions.

Turtle- A plastic toy turtle was placed beside Lhe Color Computer for the

children to practice spatial orientation skills while they worked with the screen

turtl-e. This was to aid them in determining the orientation of the screen turile.

Apparatus

The microcomputers and accessories used in this sbudy \i\¡ere:

-Raöo Shack 64K Color Computer with color T.V. monitor, single disk

driverand cassette recorder.

-ROl"l PAK Logo language package.

-Apple IIE 64K microcomputer with green phosphorous screen monitor, and

dual disk drives.

-Tasman Turtle robot for use with the Apple rle microcomputer.

The robot burtle was connecbed bo the Apple computer by an interface cable.

Measuring insbruments

Based on the Piagetian stage of preoperationat cognitive developmenL,

the following pre- and posb- tesb measuring j¡struments were used:

I) Reversability Test- 2 equal portions of plasticene were placed on a
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tahle in front of the child. The child was asked to determine if the portions

were equal When equality was determined, one portion of the plasLicene was

rolled out into a snake-l-j-ke figure. The child was asked if both pieces contained

the same amount of plasLicene. The snake-Iike piece was put back j¡to its
original form and the child was asked again if both pieces now contai¡ed the

same amount of plasticene. The tester rerolfed the piece of plasticene back j¡to

the snake form and repeated the guestion.

Criterion- If the child consistentJy replied that the snake-Ii-ke piece

contained more plasLicene than the untouched piece of plasticene, he hTas

considered to be in the preoperational stage of development concerning

reversabllty. Renner et aL(1976) defines such a child as possesslng the concept

of rirreversability' in thinki¡g which is defined as "...inability of a

preoperati-onal chifd to hold mentally the image of an obþct and see that

distorting the obþct does not change the amount of material it contai¡sn

(Renner et alrt976 p.32).

2) Transf,ormation Test- A wooden rod 10 i¡ches in length was shown in

an upright posilion to the chjld. The tester slowly let. it fatl si-deways onto the

table with it coming to rest in a horizontal position. The rod was left in the

horizontal down posiLion. The child was instructed to draw a picture of what

happened to the rod.

Criterion- rf the chil-d drew a picture of the uprightror horizontalror

upright and horizontal position of the rod but failed to draw the intermediary

step of fa[ing he was showing the i¡reversability and centerìng traits of the
preoperational child and was classified as such. The rationale for this test was

that it can determine if the child can decenter the process of falli-ng. (if trre
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child can focus on the process, not just the beginning or end). In the stage of
preoperational thinking, a chüd is so perception bound he can only see the

beginninq and end. rt is beyond Nm at this point to be able to focus on the path

of movement.

C'lasqr'Fication Tests.

The raLionale for usi¡g two tests of ctassjfication was based on piaget,s

concept that levels of preoperational stages can be determi¡ed by the number

of diffs¡snt concepts a child can maniprr'la¡s ¿¡ , given time. Lower tevel
preoperational children can only comprehend two mutually exclusi-ve concept-s.

rE. circles and squares' whjle higher level preoperational chifdren can

comprehend more than two.rE. circles, sguares, triangles, and color.

3) classin"ation Test A- 3 large red si¡cles, 3 large brue circles, 2 smaìI

red circles, 2 smaJr blue circles, 3 J-arge red sguares, 3 large blue squares, 2

s¡all red squares, and 2 smal'l blue sguares were mixed up and placed on a table

in front of the chiki. Two 3"x4n cardboard boxes were placed in front of the

chjld also. The child was asked to put together the things that were the same in
one of the boxes and to put together the things that were the same in a

djfferent way in the other box. the child was told to use alt of the shapes.

a) classification Test B- 3 large circles-l blue, 2 red; 3 triangrles-l re<i,

2 yellow; 3 large squares-l red, 1 blue, I yellow; and 1 yellow harf-ci¡cle were

mixed up and placed on a table in front of the child after completion of the
previous tesb. Two 3nx4n cardboard boxes were placed i¡ front of the child also.

The child was asked to put together the things that were the same in one way

in one box and to put together the things that were the same in a different way
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in the other box. the child was told to uss a'll of the shapes.

Criteria- For both tests A and B all shapes were required to have been

used and the dasses formed had to di,æIay exclusiveness, IE., no two classes

could share the same quallties, such as color and shape; all members of a class

had to share common properties and the defining property of the class had to

determine the members of that class(Ginsburg & opper 1969).

A child *u" .Iasqified preoperationat in classification if any or a.lt of

the following were shown: a) ¡uxtaposition - the inabilty to see that several

obþcts are indeed members of the same class, B) q¿ncretism- the tendency to

group together a number of disparate events into an ill-defined and illogical

whole, C) small parbial alignment- only some of the obþcts are used and they

may be grouped ilt a picture forming sequence. The child does not group

according to an overa'll plan (Ginsburg & Opper, 1969 p.f20).

5) ConservaEion of Liquid Test- 2 identical, clearrgtasses were placeri

on a table jn front of the chjld. Each gùass contained exactly 250 mjllilitres of

purple paint. The child was asked if both glasses contained the same amount of

purple pai¡t. If he repJied nnon, he was asked to change the amounts so thab

they appeared equal to him . After equality was determined, the tesber took one

of the glasses and poureci its contents into a shorL, wide, clear, glass þr. The

child was asked if there was the same amount of purpte paint in the þr as

there was in the qlass. The tester poured the paint from the þr back into its

original qlass container and asked the child if there was the same amount of

purple pai-rlt in both gl-asses. When equality was again determined, the tester

repeated the pouring process from the original glass i¡to bhe shorb, wide, glass

þr. The child was asked a second time if there was the same amount of purple
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paint j¡ both containers.

Criberia- Tf the child consisbently replied lhat they were not equal, he

was elassr'fied as preoperational in the concept of conservation of liguid. The

test checked for contj¡uous quantity, reversabilty, decentratization, and

coordination of two concepts- height and width of tiquids.

Reliability and validity of m easuring instrument.

Few staUstical measures are avai]able for reporli_ng on the reliabilty
and validity of Piagetian tests. The test resurts usually supporb piaqet,s theory

concerni¡g the age of the child and their cognitive developmental level.

For the purpose of this study, rellability and validity of the piagetian

pre-and posb-tests \das determi¡ed by whether or not the results supporbed

triaget's Developmental Theory. sínce the tests were experimenter

made,(followjng piaget's original format), reliabitity \,vas determined by

consistency of results between the researcher and research a.qsi,*tants over time.

Validity was determined by comparing the results of the pretests with the

proposed age guidelines as proposed by piaget for each of the tests.

Method

The treatment began on January 2, 1984 and contjnued until April 6,

1984 for a duration of 14 weeks (See Figure Four).

of the two groups involved i¡ the study, one group was randomly

a'csi-gned to experimental treatment one whjle the other group became the

second experimentaì- group. Experimental group one was given c.A.r. and Logo

whil-e experimental group two was given c.A.r. Herein, the groups will_ be

referred to as experimental. group one and experimentar group two.
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Figure Four
Flowchart of procedure
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Pre-test ad ministration

The Piagetian tests were indivi<iudly admi¡istered as a pretest to each

chlld by the researcher and a research assistant. Inter-rater reliabiÏty of the

testers was determi¡ed by each tester administerj¡g the test-s to the same five

children. The test results were compared and found to have identical results as

recorrled by each tester.

The order of test administration was as follows:

1)Reversability Test

2)Transformation Test

3)Cfassification Test (A)

4)Classification TesL (B)

S)ConservaLion of Liquid Test

Each test was administered according to protocol under Measuring

I¡rstruments.The pretest period started on Jan.2, 1984 and contj¡ued through

untjl- Jan.20, 1984.

The tests were tape recorded to free the tester from taking written

notes during the testlng session and to enable independent evaluations of

interpretations.

Scoring procedure for the tests were based on a numerically coded pass

,fail, or i¡ transition rysbem (See Appendix A for sample scoring sheet and

assessment).

Brandt (J972) and Vlj-llems (1969) recognize that resuÌLs may be

confounded if subþcts are studied ouLside of thei¡ natural environment' as

defined by the subþcLs. In accordance with this findi¡g anci to prevent
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contaminaLion of results due to the tesLing setting, all subþcts were tested

within the preschool environment.

Introduction of the Numbig program was also done at this time. It was

decided to introduce this program to both groups first in order to give all

studenLs an equal- jntroduction to keyboard sküls. on this measure, both groups

were consi-dered to have equal experience fevels.

The observation data collecbion period sbarbed at this Lime also.

Treatment

The implementation date for Sesame Street programs v{ias January 9,

1984. Both groups Idere introduced to the programs on this date. The

introduction of the programs was done i¡ the same manner as the introduction

of any new toy. The programs were placed beside the appropriate computer and

left up to the chiLdren to determine whether or not bhey wanted to use them.

The motivation factor for a novelty item withi¡ the preschool settinq \^ras very

high and it was uti-Lized as \,ray of getling the children i¡terested in the new

programs. Thus, the j¡troduclion of the various components of the research

study vras always met with high levds of enthusiasm and interest by the

students i¡volved. Motivatlon Levels were never considered to present a problem.

Each child worked individually on the c.A.r. program.s for a

approximately 10 mi¡utes during their weekly preschool attendance period.

Through past experience with thiis situation (May-JuIy, t9B3) the realjslic

experience for each child occurred within a group user sltuation as opposed to

the single user experience of computer Lime. Individual preference for the

various tlpes of C.A.I. programs available resulted j¡ some programs bej¡s used

¡nore often than others. This was not interfered with as it would have
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conLradicted the preschoolg evs¡al] play approach to learning. However, all

programs were used by all students at one time or another.

The introduction of Logo for experimental group one occurred on

January 31, 1984. This was done jn the same indirect manner as the introduction

of the Sesame Street programs. As was expected, the novelty effect resufted in

the program being immediately discovered and quickly put to use.

It was at this time that the robot turtle was placed within the computer

envj¡onment. Again, the presence of a ne\d rtoy' was considered to be enough to

generate curiosity regardi-ng its function and it aiso was quickly discovered and

put to use.

From this point on unlil the beginning of the posttest period, the

cNldren \dere free to choose the programs they wanted to interact with.

Experimental group one had Lhe choice of using c.A.f., Logo, or a combination

of C.A.I. and Logo programs. Experimental group two had the choice of the

various C.A.I. programs.

on February 14, LgB+ the Logo activity package \iùas offered to

experimental group one. This provided an expansion of Logo for those chjldren

who wished to go beyond the exploration phase but were not quite sure of what

to do nexL. In this sense, the acLivity package was seen as a facilitator of

furbher Logo experimentation.

February 28t 1984 was the date for i¡troducj¡g 'What if...n quesLions

to experimental- group one when they used the robot turtle. For example, "What

if the turtle wanted to go shopping. How would he go from his house to the

store?" This would assume that the children had designated a "home" area for

the turtfe âS we]] as an area that could be termed a shopping area or some
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other area external to the nhome". rt occurred that the children had desi.gnated

a cardboard box home for the turtfe âS we]l as a nbridqen and nresting spotn

under the computer table. The children used these places as destjnation poinLs

for drawing the turtle's path on brown paper taped to the floor using a felt pen

placed under the turLle.

As the study progressed, the children learned how and when to take turns

uslng the computers. The normal user si.tuation usually involved two or more

students working on the programs aL once.

At this tlme, new games were introduced into both A.M. and p.M.

preschool classes by the preschool teachers. These games were Brainy Blocks,

Wee Shapes, and Three to lrlatch and a| three games involved color and shape

discrimination and matching skills. This was initialty perceived as an extraneous

variable but both experimental groups consistently used the games and thus

equated the groups on this reqpect. oriqinally, these games were to have been

used as a measure of evaluation but it was decided that such games were parb

of the everyday preschool envj¡onmentr'much like the sandbox, wooden btocks,

and readi¡g corner, and could not nor should not be controlled for.

Experimental group one contj¡ued in this fashion untjl March 6, 19g4. At

this time, they were assessed as to thej¡ readjness for the use of the Àpple

Logo programs. This occurred via the students own reguest. Two of the sbudents

asked if they coul-d try the program. They were shown the commands and their
meaning. The students used the program sporadicaJly over a two day period and

attempted to show others thei¡ findings. Their interest dropped off when the

other chi-ldren refused to pay attention to their teachi¡q attempts.

Both experimental and control grou¡x were conbi¡uously encouraqed to
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brj¡g drawing materiaìs, games, and mobiLe play toys such as sbuffed animalsr

toys, cars, etc., into the computer area. The children were aLso encouraged to

practice the educational aspects of the Sesame Street programs such as spetling,

number and letter recognilion, and shape discrimi¡ation, outside of the computer

envjronment by the preschool teachers.

Posttest ad ministration

Posttestjng for both groups commenced on March 20, L}BA, It followed

the same format as the pretest. Piagetian tests used i¡ the pre-test were

repeated.

Observation Study

Nj¡e months prior to the start of the hypothesis testing study, an

observation sbudy was conducted within the same preschool looking at the

computer environment in general The purpose of the sbudy was to determi¡e

which behaviors withj¡ the computer environment were reoccurring, meaning

occurring more than twice. This was condusted by the researcher and two other

graduate students in Educational Pq¿chology trained in observational techniques.

Methods employed were videotaping and continuous anecdotal recordlngs.

The researcher and observers used both the active and passive participant

observer format and naturalistic observations. This was accomprshed by having

one observer remain in the pasqíys role throughout the study whjle the other

observers adopted both roles.

The results of the jnitiat observations generated the research hypothesis

for the main study under djscussion.

It was decided by the researcher to conduct an additional observation

sbudy while carrying out the hypothesis research to obtain a more



comprehensive picture of the effects of computers

The specific purpose of the observaLion study was

interacLions of the students while withi¡ the

secondary purpose was to identjfy variables which

to the researcher prior to the start of the study.

January 2t 1984 and contj¡ued untjL April 6, 1984.

Rationale for NaturaTstic Observation
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on the preschool population.

to collect data on the social

computer envjronment. A

were unknown or undefinable

The data collecLion started

Naturalistic ohservation- Ethologisbs interested in studying animal_

behaviour realized the value of obtaining data by observing the species in

question in its natural habitat. Laboratory stuöes or contrived situations may

allow the researcher more control over the variables under study but as

Borkowski and Anderson (1977) state:

The ethologist might also atter the
enr¡jronment in some way....Hov,rever,
such an i¡trusi_on would constitute a
manipulation of conditions which goes
beyond pure descripLive strategy and
naturalistic observation. By
manipulaling the situation, of course,
the envj¡onment is no longer natural
(p.36).

rn conducting naturalistic observation, the goal Ís to collect data in the
Inatural 'envj¡onment of the subþcts. For the pur¡:ose of this study, the

'natural' envjronment was the students' preschool classroom and as Gay (I9BI)

states nThe intent is to record and study behavior as it normaliy occurs'(p.169).

ParLicipant observation- When conducting observational research, the

researcher can adopt various roJ-es by which the data may be collected. For

this study, the parLicipant observer mode was adopted. Gay (19g1) detines this

term as'In parLicipant observation, the observer actually becomes a part of , a
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parLicipant in' the situation to be observed. The rationale for participant

observation is that. in many cases the view from the jnside is somewhat

dtfferent than the view from the outside looking in"(p.I70).

Two methods can be used within the framework of participant

observation, active and passive parbicipant. The active participant immerses

him/herself who11y into the situation to be sbudied. He/she becomes a part of

the environment and thus is able to gain data from the perçective of a

member.

The role of the pasqive parLicipant is the opposite of that of the acLive

parLicipant. The observer, in the role of passive participant, collects data from

an unobtrusive vantage point j¡ order to mi¡Limize the attention his/her presence

may attract. Use of both methods results in an overafl picture of the situation

being studied.

McCall & Simmons (1969) revealed that the presence of an observer may

affecb the behavior of the popuJation bej¡g studied. cay (tggt) states that

observee bias occurs when the poprr'lation being studieri behaves dlfferengy

because they know they are being observed. Use of the passive observation

technique hetps reduce this form of bias.

Methods of Observation

The methods used jn this study were participant observer, utili-zing both

the acLive and passive roles, and naturalstic observaLions. This was in keepinq

with Piagetrs studies of his children's activities whereby he collected his data

using the naturaljstic observation method (cay, IgBl).

The data were collecbed by the researcher and two research assisbants.
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Another graduate student working i¡ the preschool collecting language sampJ-es

helped record conversations which took pìace within the computer enyj¡onment.

AlL observers \,vere trained in the coLrection of observational data.

The data were obtained through anecdotal recordings, uideotapings, voice

recordings, and stÍlI photographs. The main observation method emptoyed v/as

written anecdotal recordings. This was done for a total of 272 hours; two hours

per preschool session for both A.M. and p.M. clâsses, four days a week for a

duration of fourteen weeks.

video recordings were taken when there were too many chjJdren in the

computer area to record accurately by written observaLions. voice recordings

rdere empJ.oyed for the same reason. stiJJ- photographs were taken as an

alternate method of yisua]ly portrayrng computer-child interaction.

The researcher and research asqisbants consistentJy rotated the roles of
recorder and aclive participant observer while conducting the sbudy. This was

done to allow the students the opportunity to become familar and interact with
all- researchers involved. The researchers were also given a view of the proþct
from both the recorder and active parLicipant perspecLive. Furthermore, it
provided a v\¡ay of assessing agreement among observers and of reducing

observer bias.

Statistical procedures.

using the mainframe computer statisbical Analysis system (sAS) program

by sAS rnstitute rnc., stausbical analyses \,/ere done on the data obtaj¡ed from
the Piagetian tests. Due to the nominal and ordinar nature of the data,

non-parametric tests were used. A chi square test was app]ied to determine the
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significance of the djfference between the pre and posttest score freguencies of

both experimental groups for each Piagetian test administered. In total, five

two wap Chi squares were done. Descriptive stalistics were also generated.

This i¡duded frequency tables, means, and sbandard deviations for each test

adminsbered (See Appendix B). Àn overall correlation matrix encompassing a]I

of the Piagehian tests was computed to determine if there were significant

correlations between any of the varjables. A Correlation test was also used to

determine the relationships between the tests. In totat three 10x10 Correlation

Matrices were analyzed.

Lunney (1970) has found that with respect to the statistical test ANOVA,

both parametric and non-parametric data may be used. From a design point of

view, it was deciried to apply the parametric statjsLical procedures to the data

to test if both tlpes of statjstics would produce the same results. Statistical

procedures used j¡cluded the General Linear Model Procedure which tested for

effects between groups on each Piagetian test by applyrng the coeffisients of

regression equation to the data and the Ànalysi.;s of Variance Procedure

(ANOVA). The ANOVA tested for significant differences both between and

within groups on obtai¡ed pre and post test results. A one way ANOVA lras

used for tesLing the data. (See Appendix e for ANOVA results).

The results of these tests are presented in Chapter Five Results.

Limitations

Limitations of the sample

The preschool used in this sbudy utjlized the play approach to learning.

This approach emphasizes the needs and wishes of the individual student and

st^rives to fulfi-Il these requirements by an accommodating envj¡onment. If a
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child wishes to draw while others are engaged i¡ block play, this particular

preschool is ahle to support the separate activities.

With such emphasi'q placed on inöviduality of the students, the computer

area was required to fit the same criteria. Therefore, maintaining a closed,

select' sample of sbudents for participation in the research appeared to be a

problem. Students coufd not be randomly chosen and assigned to qgecific groups

if the environmen! did not support such rigidity. Thereforer a'lt stu¿.nts in the

preschool were parlicipants and encouraged to utilize the computers. Given

this parameter of the setting, both groups of children were classified as

experimental groups. Availaþj¡¡y of a group of children which could be sbudied

as a control group without access to any computer jnfluences was not pxcsqible.

Specific l,imitations

1) rnablrty to control exposure time: ÀLr children in the prop.ralion were

encouraged to participaüe but none couLd be forced. Students who were not

i¡terested jx the computers refused to partícipate and their decjsion lvas

respected by the researcher" Those with a neutral interesb were willing to use

the computers on a regular basis if they r^rere encouraged. StudenLs who

exhibited a very high leve1 of i¡lerest. in the conputers used them consistentJy.

Therefore, a maþr limitation was the inability of the researcher to control the

amount of exposure time each student received on the computers.

2) Use of jntact groups: Due to the research taking place within an

educational setting, a'l'l members of the idenU.tied poprrla¡ion had to be offered

the same level of experimental treatment, as in keeping with the code of ethics

regarding research with human subþct-s. The resulting sample being composed of

the maþrity of the members of the poprr'lation was based on a personal code of
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ethics as well rt was felt unethical to randomly select sample subþcts from the

overall population when the i¡terest level amongsb all members for this

partict-r'lar study was so consistentJy high. Therefore, sampling statistics were

not used due to the avajlabilty and willingness of the entjre popuJation to

participate in the study.

3) Lack of a true control group: Si¡ce the obþctive of this study was to

determi¡e bhe effects Logo had on the ability of young children to decenter, a

control group not using any form of computers as part of thei¡ enyjronment

would have been desi-red. The study would then have consisted of one group

using C.A.I. and Logo, one group using C.A.I. programs only, and a control

group not using any form of computers. Regarding the particuJar popr:Jati.on

studied for this research, the creation of a valid control group mai¡tainjng the

same characterjstics of the other identjfied groups was not possible. Thjs was

due to the play approach nature of the preschool which does not support

restrictiors on qpecific groups within the main population. Therefore, the

assessment of djfferences between Logo, C.A.I., anrl conventional preschool

programs was not feasible.

4) Inability to control for entering 1eveL: Some of the chiLdren would

have had past experience with home computers, video games, and other devices

that may have affected thei¡ entering behavior. However, this would hold true

for any given poprìlation i¡ that controlling for background experience is not

always possihle or ethically sound.
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Limitations of the Irstructional Programs

Every attempt was made to encourage the students to use a'll programs as

consistently as possible. However, due to personal preference of the students

for specifi-c programsr some programs were used more often than others. As

welr, the students sometimes preferred to use the computers as typjng

instruments and wout<i often requesb that the program currently in use be taken

out. More often than not, the students would simply break out of the programs

on their own and start creating their own 'programr using their imaginations to

the fullest.

Thus, all programs were used by al't shil6r.n at one point in time but

prolonged, consistent use was dependent on the personat preference of each

chil-d.

Limitations of the A pparatus

A limiting factor of the apparatus was the fact that the Radio Shack

computer had a cofor monitor while the Àpp1e IIE computer utilized a green

phosphorous monitor. This may have resulted in more children gravitating to

the Radio Shack computer due to the attracling poÌ4rer of the bright colors. this

v'/as considered controlled for though by the heterogeneous nature of the

programs used on both machjnes.



CHAPTER FTVE

Results

The purpose of this investigation \das to determine what effects the

exposure to the Logo computer language had on preschool children's abijity to

decenter. Data obtained from the study usi¡g Piagetian pre and posttest

instruments were non-parametric. Given the nature of the data, the statjstical

tests Chi Square, correlation matrices, frequency graphs, means, and standard

deviations were applied. The raw data of the pre and posbtest scores as well as

the summary tables of the Analysis of Variance for the combined groups of each

pre and posbtest adminjstered are found in Appendix B.

As preuiously stated (chapter 4), the parametric Lest the Analysis of

Variance was used to test jf both types of statjstical measures woufd produ.ce

the same results. The University of Manitobafs mai¡frame computer data

analysis software program StaUstical Analysis System (SAS) was used for the

calculation of data results.

60
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Experimental Results

Chi Square A nalysis

The null hypothesis to be tesbed by the application of the sbatjstical test

Chi. Square was:

There is no difference between chiLdren who use the computer language

Logo and chÍLdren who use C.À.I. in thejr ability to decenter.

HO: Experimental Group I = Experimental Group 2

A Chi Square analysis was appj-ied to the obtaj¡ed pre and post- tesb

score differences for each variable for both experimental. groups. The Chi

Square test was used to control for initial differences between pre and posttest

scores between the two groups. For each presented Chi Square table of data,

the frequencies are presented as occurring in units of .5. Therefore, jf 19

frequencies are shown to be occurring at the 0 level it is interpreted to mean

bhat 19 of the subþcts did not advance or regress from the evaluated pre test.

level of preoperational thinking when evaluated on the posb test. A plus or

mi¡us one represents one unit of .5 movement either up or down from the

midpoint level of preoperational development. Plus or minus two represents two

units of .5, or one full stage of movement either up or down from the

preoperational level Mj¡us two is interpreted as being the stage of

sensorimotor thought, minus one represents a transition sbage between

sensorimotor thought and the preoperational level, zero represents the midpoint

level being studied, that being preoperational plus one refers to a transi.tion

stage bebween preoperational thought and concrete thought and plus two means

Lhe concrete level of thought. For the purpose of raw data recordinqs, the .5

unit q¿stem of measurement was the easiesb to appþ.

The results for variable one, the Reversability Test, are found in Table
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5.01. The frequencies of the scores fa[ing withi¡ the range of +2 to -2 are

refered to as units of .5. A score faling in the range of -2 would nean it. is

two units of .5 below 0, 0 being the preoperationaf level range of scores.

The critical value of Chi Square needed for significance at the .05 fevel

was x2= 7.82 (df = 3). The obtained chi sguare \das x2= 2.834. The nul

hlpothesls with regards to variable one \"/as accepted due to lack of

significance between the freguencies.

Results of variable two, the Transormation Test, are found i¡ Tab1e 5.02.

The critical value of Chi Square reguired for si-gnificance at the .05 level was

x2= 9.49 (df = 4). The obtai¡ed Chi Square was x2= 0.657. For variabfe two,

the null hypothesis \,ùas accepted rlue to lack of significance between the

frequencies.

Table 5.03 contains the results of variable three, the Clasqification Test

A. The critical value of Chi Square needeci for signiflcance at the .05 level

was X2 = 7.82 (df = 3). The obtai¡ed Chi Square was X2 = 2.IIl,thus resulti-ng

in the acceptance of the nu1] hypothesis fe¡ variahle three due to lack of

signiflcance.

ResulLs of variable four, Classification Tesb P are found in Tab]e 5.04.

The critical value of Chi Sguare required for reþction of the null hypothesis at

the.05 level of significance was X2 = 7.82 (df = 3). The obtai¡eC Chi Sguare

v.Ias x2 = 4.465. Therefore, the nu'll hypothesis was also accepted for variable

four.

Results of variahle five, Conservation of Liquid Test, are found jn Table

5.05. The critical value of Chi Sguare reguirecl for si-gnìficance at the .05 level

was X2 = 9.49 (df = 4). The obtained Chi Square value was X2 = 3.L09. The

null hypothesi.q was accepted for variable five.
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TÀBLE 5.OI

CHI - SQUÀRE ANALYSIS OF VÀRIABLE #T
REVER.SABILITY

GROUP TEST RESULTS TOTÀL

UNITS (.5) -2 -l 0 1 2

Experimenbal_
(1)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.0 0

0.0 0
0.00
0.0 0
0.0 0

l9
41.30
90.48
sl.35

I
2.r7
4.7 6

20.00

I
2.I7
4.16
? ??

2L
4s.6 5

Experimental
(2)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

4
8.70

16.00
80.00

I
2.r7
4.00

100.00

1B
39.13
72.00
48.6 s

2
4.35
8.00

66.67

25
54.35

TOTAL
0
0.0 0

1
2.r7

375
80.43 10.87

P > .05, X2 = 7.82

3

6.52
46

I 00.00

CHI-SQUÀRE = 2.834 DF = 3
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lABLE 5.02

CHI _ SQUARE ANALYSTS OF VARIÀBLE #2
TR¡ú\SFORIf,\TIOIJ

GROUP TEST RESULTS TOTAL

UNITS (.5) -2 -l_ 0 I 2

I
2,r7
4.16

33.33

L

2.L7
4.7 6

33.33

¿t

8.70
I 9.0s
50.03

TO

2I.7 4
47.62
50.00

5
10. B7
2 3.81
4r.67

2I
45.65

Experimental
(1)

Experimental
(2)

2
4.35
8.00

66.67

2
4.35
8.00

66.67

10
2I.7 4
40.00
50.00

7
15.22
28.00
58.33

I
8.70

16.00
50.00

25
54.35

TOTAL

CHI-SQUARE = 0.657 DF = 4

20T2B
43.48 26.09 I7.39

t
P > .05, X' = 9.49

3
6.52

3

6.52
46

I 00.00
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TABLE 5.03

CHI - SQU¡RE ANALYSIS OF VARIABLE #3
CLASSIFICATION A

GROUP TEST RESULTS TOTAL

UNITS (.5) -2 -1 1 20

Experimental
(1)

0.00
0.0 0
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

L7
36.96
80.9s
Et tra
J!.J¿

2
4.35
9.52

28.57

2

4.35
9.52

40.00

2I
45.65

Experimental
(2)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1

2.r7
4.00

100.00

16
34.78

5
10.87
20.00
7r.43

3

6.52
12.00
60.00

25
54.35

64.00
48.48

TOTÀL

CHI-SQUARE = 2.185 DF = 3

337s
7I.7 4 15.22 10.87

1
P > .05, X' = 7.82

0
0.00

1
2.r7

46
100.00
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TÀBLE 5.04

CHI _ SQUARE ANALYSIS OF VARIABLE #4
CLASSIFICATION B

GROUP TEST RESULTS TOTAL

:ïl:-!:l________::__________1__ o I 2

r 3 ---;----;--------;ñ-----;;---
2.I7 6.52 19.57 17.39 0.00 45.65Experimental 4.76 14.29 42.86 38.10 0.00(]) 100.00 33.33 64.29 36.36 0.00

Iixperlmental
(2)

0
0.00
0.0 0
0.00

6

1 3.04
24.00
66.67

5
10.87
20.00
35.71

l4
30.4 3

56.00
63.64

0.00
0.0 0
0.0 0
0.00

25
54.35

TOTAL
9

I9. s7

CHI-SQUÀRE = 4.465 DF = 3

14 22
30.43 47.83

P > .05, x2 = 7.82

1

2.r7
0.00
0.00

46
r00.00
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TABLE 5.s5

CHT - SQUARE ANÀLYSIS OF VARIABLE #5
COIiSERVATION

GROUP TEST RESULTS TOTAL

UNITS (.5) -2 -t 0 t 2

Experimental
(r)

I
2.r7
4.7 6

50.00

2
4.35
9.52

100.00

14
30.43
66.67
45.16

3
6.s2

I4.29
42.86

I
2.r7
4.7 6

25.00

2I
45.6s

[xperrimen ta1
I
2.I7
4.0 0

50.00

0
0.00
0.0 0
0.00

4

8.70
l-6.00
57.I4

T7
36.96
68.00
54.8 4

3
6.52

12.00
75.00

25
s4.35

TOTA L
2
4.35

2
4.3s

31 7
67.39 15.22

4

8.70
46

100.00

CHI-SQUARE = 3.109 DF = 4 p > .05, X = 9.49
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Correlation Matrices

Correfation matrices representing tbe correlation coefficient-s for the

experimental group one, experimental group two, and both groups combined are

presented in Tables 5.06, 5.07, 5.08, respectively. All five variables v/ere

intercorrelated with each other using bobh pre and post- test scores. The

correlated variables âre: the Revelgabilty Jeqq , the Trandormatj-on Test, the

Clasqification Test A the Classification Test B, and the Conservation of Liquid

Test.

The value of r required for significance at the .05 level with N_2 (2r_2)

df for experimental group one was r - .433. With reference to Table 5.06, one

of the obtai¡ed correlations was significant at this level.

The value of r required for significance at the same fevel (.05) with N-2

(25 - 2) df for experimental group two was r = .396. Referring to Table 5.07,

six obtained correlations vrere significant at this level.

usj¡g data from both the experimental groups, a correlatÍon matrix was

calcul-ated for both groups combined. The value of r reguired for si-gnificance

at the .05 ]evel with N - 2 (46 - 2) df was .2g8. V,tith reference to Table 5.08,

eighL obtained correlations \dere found to be significant at this level.

All relevant correlations for this study are circled on each of the tables.

Non-significant correl-ation coefficients äre discussed in the next chapter,

Chapter Six, Discussion of Statjstical R esults.

Found in Appendix B are frequency graphs reflecting¡

- the diffs¡s¡css between pre and post test scores on a-ll variabl-es for both

experimental groups.



TABLE 5.06
CORRELATION MATRTX

EXPEiì.IMIìI{TAL (iROUP ONI

vARTABLE PREI PRE2 PRE3 PRE4 PRE5 posrl posr2 posr3 posr4 posr5

PREl

PRE2

PRE3

PRE4

P RE5

POSTl

POST2

POST3

POST4

POST5

1.0000

-0.0193

-0.27L2

-0.3786

0.3r94

0.4976

0.204L

-0.2869

0.0000

0.0000

1.0000

0.0698

-0.0569

-0.1057

-0.2314

0. llB6

-0.1074

-0.3 35s

-0.0355

1.0000

@
-0.2513

-0.0830

1.0000

-0.0623

-0.0838

1.0000

0.2105

0.2257

-0.1551

0.0000

0.3611

0.L677

-0.0237

0.3280

0.1928

0.0s45

r.0000

0.0662

-0.3228

0.0000

0.25L7

1.0000

0.2928 1.0000

0.0883

0.0625 0.1561

r-.0000

0.2651 1.0000

**?KSIGNIFICAI]T AT TIIE .05 T,EVËL,

RIiQUIRììD r= .39(:, df = N-2, (25-2)

o\
\o

477L52

L4



TABLE 5.07
CORRELATION MÀTRIX
EXPEIìII.IENTAL (;ROUP TI^IO

VARTABLE PREI PRE2 PRE3 PRE4 pRE5 posrl posr2 posr3 posr4 posr5

PREl

PRE2

PRE3

PRE4

PRE5

POSTl

POST2

POST3

POST4

POST5

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

r.0000

0.2467

0.0000

-0.13s5

0.229I

0.3610

0.1673

0.0000

-0. I954

1.0000

0.4037

-0.2626

-0.121r

0.3817

@
-0.0344

0.2754

1.0000

0.3326

0.0500

0.1181

0.2190

-0.0852

0.0852

t.0000

0.2494 1.0000

-0.t7 47 0.0656 1.0000

0.1012 -0.4107 0.2876

0.0709 -a.0266 -0.1119

-0.0709 0.2132 0.3079

1.0000

0.27 27 1.0000

I.0û00

0.2919

0.1167

**;!SIGNIFICANT AT TIIE .05 LE\.,EII,

RIIQUIRIÌD r= .433, df = N-2 , (ZI_2)

!o



TABLE 5.OB
CORRELATION MATRIX

BOTH GROUPS COMBINED

VARTABLE PREI PRE2 PRE3 PRE4 pRE5 posrr posr2 posr3 posr4 posrs

P REl

PRE2

PRE3

P RE4

PRE5

POSTl

POST2

POST3

POST4

POST5

1.0000

-0.0t7s

-0.24s8

-0.2725

0.2582

0.11s0

-0.2s7 4

0.0658

0.058 3

r.0000

0.1460

-0.0341

-0.LL72

-0.0677

0.2393

0.0113

-0.1785

-0.0949

1.0000

45 1.0000

0.0767

-0.0223

o.272t

0.1004

0.0799

-0.2573

-0.1303

0.0410

0.0364

I.0000

0.2219

0.0517

-0.0682

0.03s2

0.2275

1.0000

0.0397 1.0000

0.0546

0.283s

1.0000

-0.0272

0.1310 0.1048

1.0000

1.0000

:k:!:!gfÇ|rllpIC¡1,IIT AT TllE .05 LEVIL

REQUIRED r= .233, df = N-2 (46-2)

-J

1

499I 369 5

II
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- standard means for experimental qroup one.

- standard means for experimental group two.

- sbandard means of the djfferences between the pre and post test scores for

both experimental groups combi¡ed.

- average sbandard deviations for experimental group one.

- average standard deyiati_ons for experimental group two.

- average sbandard deviations of the differences between the pre and post test

scores for both experimental groups combi¡ed.

Summary

The results from the Chi Square test for each of the five variabl-es tesLecl

supported lþs ¡rrll hypothesis as previously stated. Correlation matrices applied

to experimenta-1, group one, experimental group two anrl both groups combined

indicated that there were relationships between some of the variables tested.

Mosb of the relationships obtaining significance were found bretween variable

one, Reversabilty Test, variable t\tro, Tranformation Tesb variable three,

Classification Test A and variable four, Clasqification Test B. There i^¡ere no

si-gnificant relaLi-onships found between variable five, Conservation of Liquid

re*' and any of the other four variables previously mentioned.



CHAPTER SIX

Discussion of Statistical R esults

The statjstical results presented in Chapter Five, Results, have supported

the nuII hypothesis being tesbed jn this sbudy. Chi Square analysis has led to

the conclusion that on the basis of the test results obtained using piagetian

testing instruments, the computer language Logo was not more effective in
developing the abitity to decenter than C.A.r. Upon close examj¡ation of the

Chi Square analyses, it is recognized that in fact, the experimental group which

did not use Logo showed more of a change jn thej¡ development than the Logo

group. This chapter will discuss the sbaUstical results obtajned from the pre

and posttesb data analysis. A general discussi-on of both the stausLical and

observational data as well implications for additional research wil be presented

in Chapter Eight, Conclusions.

Discussion of Statistical Analysis

The application of the Chi square sbatjsbical test to each of the variables

being tested in this study resulted in the overa'll acceptance of the null

hypothesis. There were no significant differences found between the pre and

posttest resufts jn the areas of Reversabilty, Transformation, ClassiÊi"u¡ion o,

Claqsification B, and Conservation. These results indicate that the chjldren

who used the C.A.I. programs only without having access to the Logo tanguage

showed the same tYpes of learning concepts as measured by the pre and post.

Piagetian tests. In this instance, Logo did not affect the chjldren's ability to

73
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decenter more than the children who did not use Logo. Close examination of

the Chi Square analyses of each variable indicates that the group of children

using c.A.I. orùy did improve in their performance on specjfic tesbs as compared

to the group which received c.A.r. and Logo. Although the gains by

Experimental group two were not statjsbically significant, the actual number of

children who did show improvement requires attention.

As previoudy discussed in Chapter fiver_lesuþr the Chi Square test was

appJled to the pre and posttesb score differences for both Experimental group

one and Experimental group two data. Thjs was done to control for any

individual rlifferences between the groups which may have existed before the

pretest was administered. VJith reference to the variable of Reversability, the

obtained Chi Square of x2 Z.AS+ (DF = 3) was less than the requjred Chi Square

of x2 7.82 needed for si.gnificance at the .05 leveJ. Therefore, taking the

controlling nature of the appled Chi Square test jnto consideration, it can be

said that there were no significant rlifferences found between the Experimental

group one and Experimental group [wo jn their ability to demonstrate the

concept of reversabilty. As in keeping with the age guidetines suggested

originally by Piaget's Cognitive Development Theory regarding the acquisiti-on

of the reversabilty concept, both groups of chitdren were found to be withj¡

the preoperaLional level of thinking. Examination of the actual numbers of the

Chi Square analysi:s does show that four( ) more chïLdren in Experimental group

two exhjbited an i¡crease in their abiÌiLy to demonsbrate reversability than the

chjLdren in Experimental group one. Although this number is not statjstÍcally

signjficant' it must be baken into account when comparing the effects the

treatments may have had on the students. rn this instance, it could be stated

that the games oriented approach of the C.A.I. programs had a greater effect
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on the sLudents than the Logo language and games combjned.

The obtained chi square of x2 0.657 (or =4) for the variable

Transf,ormation was also less than the required x2 of 9.49 aL the .05 level of

significance needed for reþction of the nufl hypothesis. Again, it can be

concluded that the Logo language did not show any sbatjstically significant

effect on either group of chrildren with reference to the concept of

transformation. Although Lhe raw pre and posttest results indicate that not a'l'l

clri-Ldren were at the Piagetian preoperational stage of thinking with regards to

this concePt, (ten children in Experimental group one and eight in Experimental

group two were c'lassiÊied as being at the concrete stage of thjnking) the

overall djfferences were not significant and therefore Piaget's theory was

supporbed. Exact numbers showed that there was a difference of only t.wo

children in the Experimental group two exhibitjng a greater upward movement

as compared to Experimental group one.

Examination of the Chri Square Analysis for C'lassificati_on Test A shows

that ùhe obtained Chi Square of x2 2.185 (DF = 3) was less than the required

Chi Square value of x2 7.82 needed for significance at the .05 leve1. Ctose

inspecLion of the data revealed that 16 of the Experimental group one subþcts

and 15 of the Experimental group two subþcts were at the concrete stage of

thinking with reqpect to thi.;s level of the classification concept and these

subþcts remained at this Ievel throughout the study. Therefore, the actual

flucLuations between the stages for the Classification A variable occurred for a

minority of the subþcts involved. Experimental group two did have four more

children showing an overall upward movement regarding this variable. piaget's

theory for this concept of classification was not supporbed as the maþrity of

the children hrere determi¡ed to be at the Concrete leve1 of thinking, a level he
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generally associates with an older age group.

C'lassification Test B was also found to have a non-significant obtained

chi square of (X2 +.+es (DF =3)) at the.05 ]evel A chj. square of x2 7.82 was

needed for reþction of the nulI hypothesis at. lhis leveJ. Therefore, it was

concluded that no difference existed between the Experimental group one and

Experimental group two with respecb to a higher level of clasqific¿tie¡.

Claqsification Test B' as described in Chapter Four, Method, i¡volved the

classification of obþcts on the basls of color and shape using more than two

colors and shapes. None of the subþcts in Experimental group one were

evaluated to be at the concrete level of thinking with respect to this level of

classification. However, one subþct in Experimental group two was found to be

functioning within the concrete leveJ. Six subþcts i¡ the Experimental group

one as well as three in the Experimental group two were found to be in

transition on this variabl-e. Overa'llr actual numbers indicate fourteen (14)

children in nxperimental group t.v¡o demonsbrated an upward movement in their

abiJity to classify as opposed to orùy ni¡e (9) children in Experimental group one

exhibitjng the same abitity. For this concept, piagetrs theory regarding the

suggested age leve1s was supported.

The iast varjable tesLed for by Chi Square analysis was that of

Conservation. The obtained Chi Square of x2 3.109 (DF = 4) was less than the

required Chi Square of x2 g.lg needed for significance at the .05 leve]- One

subþct in the Experimental group one showed upward movement from the

preoperational level of thinking while one showed complete downward movement

going from an original concrete level to a posbtest leve1 of preoperaLional

Three children within the Experimental group two had atbained the posbtest

level of concrete funcLioning moving from the evaluated pretesb preoperational
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level- whi.le there \das a downward trend exhibited by one chlld within the same

group. Two children i¡ the Experimental group two were assessed to be in the

concrete stage of thought for bobh pre and posbtest evaluations. OveraJJ, three

(3) children in Experimental group two exhibited a greater upward movement

than the actual number of cNldren showing the same movement in Experimental

group one.

Application of the Chi Sguare

The data obtained from the Piagetian pre and posbtest scores were found

by the application of the Chi Square statjstical test. to be non-significant in

nature. The controlling nature of the Chi square tesb as applied to the pre and

postLesL score djfferences lends support to the conclusion that the computer

language Logo was not more effeclive in developing the abitity to decenter than

C.A.I. However, with respecb to the variables of Reversabjlity, Transformation

C'lassification Test B and Conservation Piagetrs suggesbed age quidelines for

preoperational level of thinki¡g were supported by thi.;s research.

Tnspecti.on of the actual numbers of children showing upward movement

regarding the varjables tested for depict a greater number of children

demonstratjng improvement in Experimentar group two than those in

Experimental group one. Although the results were not sbatistically significant,

they do lend weight Eo the relevance of games oriented c.A.I. programs such as

the Sesame Street programs used in this study and their usefulness in the

preschool classroom.

Correlation Results

Correlation matrices were calcr-üated for all variabl-es for Experimental
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group one, Experimental group two and both groups combj¡ed. (See Table 5.06).

The si-gniticant correlation occurred between the pre and posttest variable

ClasqiÊicatjon A . This result, although i¡consistent with the overall_

nonsi-gnificance of the rest of the matrix, is consistent when the actual test

results are examined more closely. Raw test scores j¡dicate that the piagetian

concept of dassification of obþcts usi¡g only two criteria was mastered and

then maintajned by the maþrity of the subþcts (762 of Experimental group one,

608 of Experimental group two) when given the pre and posbtest. This variable

was the only one which had such a Ngh rate of concrete leve1 subþcts

throughout the entjre study. One possible explanati-on for this high rate of

correlation could be that the concept focussed on the classification of shapes or

colors, attributes which both groups of chj-ldren consistently had experience

with and interacted with on a daily basis.

one of the c.A.r. programs used by both groups, Ernie,s Magic Shapes,

was directly related to this variable as it i¡volved the identjfication of

attributes of simpre to cornplex shapes. This c.A.r. progra.m

was observed to be one of the most consistently used programs

by both groups and is recognized to be a maj¡ factor in the results obtained by

the Chi Square analyses. This observation will be discussed nore thoroughly in

the next chapter, Chapter Seven, ObservaLional Data Results.

The correlation matrix for the Experimental group two, Table s.07,

revea'l.s that six correlations were found to be si-gnificant at. the .05 J-evel,

calculated r's belng greater than the reguired r of .396 DF = 23. Significant

correlations were found between the following variables: the pre and posttest

æores of variable one Reversabilty (r=.4976), pretesb scores between variahle

Cla-qqification A and Classification B (r= .5100), the pretest scores of variable
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Cla-.qification A and the postLest scores of variable Reversabilty (r= .4152),

the pre and po*.test scores of the ClassificaLion A variable (r= .4780), the

pretesb scores of the Clasqification B variabLe and the posttest scores of the

Transformation variahle (r= .4773), and between the posttest scores of the

ClassiÊication À and the Classification B variabte (r= .4141).

Exanination of the significant correlations revea'ìs some consistencies

amongst the data. V{ith reference to the coefficients obtaj:úng significance,

raw data scores support the <legree of correlation between the pre and posttesb

scores for the dasqiÊicalion variables. rt can be inferred that pretest and

posttesb results on Cla.qqification Test A can predict. results on the

Classification Test B variable. In keeping with the results of the Experimental

group one, postlest results can a-lso be predicted on C]asqificatjon TesL A from

the pretest results on the same variabre for the Experimental qroup two.

Consistent with the raw data scores for the Experimental group two, it can also

be j¡ferred that the results of the pretest scores on the Reversabi]ity variable

can predíct the posttest scores on the same variable. Correlations achieving

significance between the posttesb scores of the Reversabilty variable and the

respective pretest scores of the Clasqification À and Classificati-on B variable

are not considered consistent with the overall data resu-Its. An asqumption

about Lhe nature of a correlation matrix coulcl be considered at thls point.

Such an assumption would be Lhat given the nature of calculating a ten by ten

(10 x 10) correlation matrix, the nature of probabiJity would dictate that some

correlations would achieve significance due to random chance. This assumption

is used to explain the nature of the significance between these three

aforementioned variables. In other words, the correlations are considered

significant due to the chance of obtaini¡g significance at random withj¡ a large
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correJ-ation matrix.

Table 5.08 presents the correlation matrix of both Experimental groups

combined. The calcul-ated correlations produced ni¡e coefficients w¡|ch were

signifi:ant at the .05 level with obtaj¡ed r's being greater than the regulred r

of .288, DF = 44. Sígnificance was found between the following variables: pre

and posttest scores of the Reversability variable (r =.47L2), pre and posttesb

scores of Clasqification A (r = .499I), pre and posttest scores of Clasqification

A and Classification B (r = .4504, R = .3114)r pre and po*test scores of

Classification A and posttest scores of Tranformation (r=.4040,r=.2959),

pretest scores of Classification B and posttesb scores of Transf,ormation, (¡ =

.3110), posttest scores of Transformation variable and posttest rcores of

Classification A (r = -.3691), and the posttesL scores of ClassificaLion B and the

posttesb scores of Conservation variable ' (r =.3040).

When discussing the slgnificant correlation coefficients of both groups

combined, some consistencies can be seen with these correlations and the

significant correlations of the previous correlali-on matrices, the experimental

group matrix and the Experimental group two matrix. Consistencies can be seen

between the dasqification categories across aII groups. Given this consistency,

it can be stated that performance on the pre tests of these clasqification

concepts can predict performance on the posttest categories. Again, this can

be explained due to the nature of the concept , that being shape and color

classification, and the consistentJy high interest level by both research groups

i¡ the correspondìng C.A.I. program , Ernie's Magic Shapes.

Since it has been determined that posttest performance on Clasqification

A can be predicted from the pretest performance on the same variable, it is not

surprising to fi¡d that both of the pre and posLtest score coefficients \dere
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found to be significant between the posttest scores of TransformatÍon variabl_e.

Given also the signlficance of the correlation level between both classification

variables, it can be expected to find significance between Classification E

pretest scores and Tranfformation posttest scores. The relationships between

the posttest scores of Cla.csification B and Conservation variahles can be

explained as a result of the nature of the correlation and the probabilty of

obtaining a random significant coefficient using a large n. This same

assumption can also be appJied to the significant negative corre'lation found

between the posttest scores of the Reversabilty variable and the

C'lasqification A variable"

The correlations achi.eving statjstical significance have been discussed in

rel-aLi-on to Lhei-r predictlve na'uure for the Piagetian tesLs usecj. The

coefficients which did not achieve signifi-cance have meaning also. By not

achieving si-gnificance, these coefficients support the independence of the

various testing j¡s[ruments. The non-significant coefficients support the

individuality of each Piagetian test used and lend credibility to the diversity of

the tests themselves.

Summary of Correlation M atrices Analysjrs

For the three correlation matrices calcul-ated, a total of 300 coeffi_cients

was obtaj¡ed. Of these, it is recognized that only the si-gnificant coefficients

found between the pre and posttest æores of the Classification A and

Classification B variables could be utilized for theí¡ predictive va1ue. The

remainlng coefficients were considered to have occurred on the basis of the

probability of obtaining random significance given the total number of

coefficients calculated. Non-significant coefficients were interpreteci to lend
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support to the independence of the piagetian tests used. As welt, it is

recognized that although inter-rater reliabilty for the piagetian tests had a

perfect correlation, the time factor between the admj¡jsbraLion of the pre- and

pûsttesL could have contributed to the development of decal-age, an uncontrolled

extraneous variable common to young childrenfs cognitive developmenL.

The following chapter will present the observationaf data that were

collected throughout the study.



CHAPTER SEVEN

Observational Results

The statistical results presented and discussed in Cha¡rters Five and Sjx

provide evidence for the support of the nult hypothesi.s of this study. Research

quesLions posed in Chapter one however could only be answered by ultilizing

observational data collection techniques in conjunction with statjstical

procedures.

The mai¡ categories investigated were social interacLions and transfer of
play topics of the chjfciren whc ublizecl the computer environmenL. Usi.¡g both

active and passive parLicipant observer format and naturaïsbic observations,

anecdotal recordj_ngs were faciltated.

The following chapter will- present the observational data collected during

this investigaLion. only data which was chjld initjated and occurring within or

direcLly related to the computer area were recorded. The observations are

presented together for the research groups and do not specifically focus on the

Experimental group one or ExperimenLal group two. A maín discusslon of the

observations wjll follow in Chapter Eight, Conclusions.

Social Ï¡teraction

The children had already formed peer groups relative to bhe various areas

in the preschool classroom prior to the sbart of this study. There were definite
groups of children who played together in each of the specìfic areas of Lhe

B3
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room. It I^Jas observed that a group corìsistjng of three boys, two of whom

considered each other nbest friends", utilized the computer area quite

frequently. One of the children, who was a "best friendn, di,splayed an extreme

interest j¡ the computers and assumed a dominating attitude and sense of

ownership while in the computer area. The other two members of the group

fought both verbally and physically with the third chjld after this i¡teresb level

was recognized. The 'besL friend" situaLion broke up resultjng in the chjld who

had displayed bhe high interesb level being ignored and/or teased by the other

two chldren. The highly interesL.ed child then atternpted to control the use of

the cornputers when other children in the class attempted to use them. Since

this same child had a very advanced reading tevel for his age, he used this skjll

to ensure himself consb.ant computer useage time. The following verbalim

recorded conversaLlons demonstrate this concept:

St Loads Taxi program and gets an jnput/output error. 51. picks up the

insbruclion booklet for the progratn anri reacls the loading instrucLions. Sl. then

reloads the program and continues to read the booklet. The program takes a

long time to load. sl. sings 'Twinkle Twi¡kle Litfle Star while waitjng. ït
ä¡ally loads and sl. presses the key signjfyrng two players are to use the game.

52. Has been waLching 51. go through the loading procedure. 52. notices Sl. has

presseri the two player key and sbarts to practice driving a car.

SI. Turrs to 32. and begins to read the insbructions of the game out 1oud.

52. nI don't want to get hitln

SI. nNo, try to pick up thab passenger. Now! Stop! Stopln

S2. nI öd it! I moved it there!'

SI. nDo you r¡¡ant. to practice more?n
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52. Asks Sl. to read the instrucLions again.

SI. "I want to play too!'( picks up T\47ink1e book and reads.)

52. nV'lhatrs that, a musical book?'

sl.'Yeah.n, (looks up from the book and says) npick up that passenger!'r

(es SZ. finishes, St. chooses the 'More pracLice' key saying) "I'd Jike to ptay

with you too! Irm driving an orange taxi. Oh, it makes a different sound."

S3.. Comes into the area to ask what game they are playing.

S1. nlrm driving orange, 52. has green. r think I can get that passenger. r canrt

do it". (hands þysLick to observer. observer hands it back. 51. continues to

rnove the þystick. Picks up passenger wiLh S2.'s verbal help. Has difficulty
dropping passenger off -again s2. gives verbal he!o. Sl. appears very impatient

ancl does not wanL to continue with Lhe game. S?, and 51. attempt to move the

taxls in order to finish the game.)

51. Presses the button for a new city announcÍng Ttrs on si6e one.n When

questioned about the si.<ie it \^¡as on, 51. picks up the book, points out the

section on cities, and then conti¡ues to read the book aloud.

Additional ExamPle:

51. Examines dì.sk drive, types 'LOADr.

S4.. (arrives) "Do you want me to plây?n

SI. nStop. Fi¡e.n

S4.. 'Stop saying 'Stop fine'!n

SI. nYourre not sbopping.'

S4.. nON. Thatrs eaq¿ln

SI. "Have you ever made a word lisb?n

(they þstle one another)
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S4.. 'S1. grabbed me on the cheek.n

SI. nlook! You spelled 'ONtn

S4.. nYes, and rNOr spel-1s no. On. No.n

Sl. (stops programme after S4.. leaves. Erases the word ljst and types in a new

ï.st.)

SI. "Look what it gave me fi-rsbln

55. nI never got to play this game.n

SI. 'Vtould you like to play?"

55. "Right after SI, I'm going to work this one. Is this one (the þystlck)

broken?n

SI. nYesn

55. nWhen are you goj¡g t-o be finisheri Sl.?n

SI. "IrLl see.n

55. nProbahly you'Jl.. I got..."

S1. (interrupts S5.) nI made my ohrn word ljst.n

55. oHow does this...n (interrupted again)

S3.. nCould you helo me out?n

55. ilf m going to play this afterwards.n

56. (presses SHIFT button- then leaves.)

55. nWhat are these for? No, these.n (poi¡ts)

Sl. nHa, ha!" (whole body part of the machine) nK.o.n (on screen, tickles himself

under the arms) Tt gave me the last one I put in. It spelled K.O. See gre word

I spelled. Booo.n (smiles)n Nooo.n (news). (Manipulates machine) "What I wanL bo

do." (erases word lJst, stands j¡ the background)'I want to do more wordsln

57. approaches the machine.

SI. nThis is Cookie Monster---Crunch.n (S7. picks up the other þystick)
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St. Tt doesnrt work. You know we're on a rocket? You drive the rocket. while

I play the game.n

57. 'Look 51. Hers Cookie Monsterln

SI. "He loves cookies.n (þaves for snack, then returns.) nWhen do you want to

end the game? Here, here! other way, other way! (heþs s7. with the þystick)

Stop!'

57. nl,ook, he ate his cookies already.n

51. oYou need this one. Right here, sband it up. Time!" (your time is up).

51. Leaves. S7., unable to contj¡ue without S1. stops. SI. returns afber 57.

leaves.

Peer Teaching

As the sb.udy progressed, it was also observed on numerous occasions that

bhe preschool studenLs would instruct each other in the use of computer games

or Logo. This peer teaching has also been observecl in other research studies

focussing on the use of computers in a classroom setLing. Researchers (Wright,

1984), Nelson (198I), Dafoe (1981) and Rhejngold (l98g) have also documented

the npeer teachingn observation. Rheingold's (1983) arbicle quoted Joan Targ

(1983) as sayino nchildren learn ¡narhles or þcks without any help from adults,

so why not let sbudents teach each other about computers?...n

The previous conversations between preschool students demonstraLed some

of the peer tutoring concept. The following conversallons furbher tlpifies the

student teaching student concept.

S8. nAre you ready? See?n

59. nl,ook lgiggles). He walksln

S8. nSee he beats his- now right there. Steps and walks.n
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59. nTalks to me.n

SB. nNoh¡ r know. (S9. leaves, S8. plays with the þysticks, watches other

children, general observation around the room.) nWater - up. There, look at

Lhat (points over S9.) ere you ready? See that? He's going to get the cookie.

rDrj¡k' - r know what this is all about. Drin----Ðrink. you need a 'Kr, EVERy.

See which one r need? I need this (to observer), it,s more than just a game.n

(s9. arrives).

52. nHow?n

58. nYou press 'Firer I copied it over. Let him eat his cookie! (to S9.) S9.

pressed 'Fireo right away! Thjs way (physically shows S9.) This way! This way!

rrll show ycu, Irll show you! (S8. operates the computer) rrm helping s9. learn

what itfs all about! 59. always presses fi-rst. I'm lettj¡g (S9.) press rFirer-

see!n

Teacher. nS8., let 59. hold the þystick.'

SB. T'm 3ust teaching (S9.)'

S9. 'S8. is not letting me press.n

52. nS8. wiJl you let 59. hold the þystick? I,lould you like to sbart over?n (to

S9.) (S8. is sü1f operating the machine. 59. shakes her head- S8. attempting to

get 'N' - a big one.)

S8. nYup. See what happened? Now you choose the number you wanl. T...n

59. n Yes."

S8. nYou goL one? Which will you choose- 2,3Aþt or 6?"

s9. n5n

s8. nsee which one s9. has to choose? (s8. operates ) wese. o.K. cookie

Monster.n

59. 'Now you push red button, see! I wanna go and play over there no!ü.n
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57. and S10. arrive.

S8. nsee what I have- Wi¡e.n

57. "May f have a turn?n

S8. nNo, Yourll have to wait. Just a mi¡ute.n

57. nNo. (S10.) Come here. See that under there? rtrs for another thing.

(poi¡ti¡g to the robot turtl-e). May I try it now?n

S8. nHers drumming. Naw try. Two legsln (SB. leaves)

S10. nThat's mine.n

57. 'That won't work.n

S10. 'Where is mine? T donrt. have anlthing to do.n

57. nseeln

S10. "It is mine.n

57. nYou watch. f'll show you how it works.n

slO. nltrs wet outside. rtrs raining. v'Ihen's my turn? (s7.) can r do that?'

57. nYou ¡ust watch what happens. See, itrs over 'Ir.n

SI0. 'Cookie Monster. (Monster eats cookie)n

57. nYum, yum, yum!n

S10. nNo, it's paper. (both are watching carefully) Another 'I'. Doesn,t work.

Yes it doesln (greatly surprised).

57. noh, oh, it is snack time. I'1I come bacl< later and do it. I¡Ie'Il come back

later. Table isnrt cleared off yet.n

S10. 'You donrt have anything on your side.' (to observer)

57. 5 do.n

SI0. nMe too. 'Rr. Make it go to rRr.n

57. nHow do you make iL jump?"

s10.'You donrt have anlthing on your side." (again to observer)
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52. nTry rRr.n

S10. 'No. No. We went to 'I'. He's Cookie Monster. (laughs) No. No. I want

him on 'rr. Look, he went to f F'. r like iL at rlt. Stopln

S8. (coming inbo the area) Ttrs snack time.n

(after snack, 59. and SI0. come back jnto the area.)

58. "If you are done, would you like to play this?' (offers them a board game.)

59. and S10. are not ready to change.

A dditional O bservations

51. Is sitting waiting for the program to load on the Radio Shack computer.

S1l. runs in twice and looks quickly at the screen. S12. reburns a third time,

this Lime looking at the robot turtle.

slr. 'what makes him go backwards?n (turns to s1.) nHow do you play this

game?n (referring to the Raöo shack computer program). nHow do you make

him turn this way? Which button? What. makes him go straight.?'

Sl. nPush rFr"

sr2. 'Blink, blink, blink." (stops to watch sr. points üo Apple screen). ngow

do I play with this computer?' (he then leaves).

Sl3. Sits down at bhe computer and watches the turtle. S13. does not touch the

keyboard. After a minute or so s13. .says, T canrt fi¡d the right one. r can'L

find one.n S12. points out the keys to Sl3.

S13. n[,ook, it turned around!" (conLinues to press keys and holds them down for

some time). nwatch what happens when you press 'w'n. (depresses the key then

leaves. Sl7. follows).
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57. 5t's blinking. I got ib moving.n (watches turtle).

SI4. nYou only have to push the ones with the tape.n

51. (to S14.) 'Would you like to play with me?"

S14. nSure.n

They both notice snack and sbart to leave. S14. stops by the turLle and asks

for a turn.

S14. "How do I make it go forward?n (S1. gives S14. the directions).

S14. nGood. How do I make it go backward? Right back. Good.n (backs the

turtle into the bookcase). "How do I turn iL back?" (SI. give the directions).

Speaking to himself, he says "Forwardn, (Smjles as the turtle goes forward).

Freedom of T¡teraclions

It was observed mosL frequentJy that the chi.ldren would freely move

between the computer area and other areas of the preschool The children

carried over topics (themes) of play from one area i¡to the other. This was

partly attributed to the play approach nature of the preschool curriculum which

supports the needs of the cH.ldren to inco4>orate a variety of tools and toys

into their play in order to gain full meaning from the play process. The

computers h'ere seen to be naturally assimjlated by the chilciren into the

CUrricUlum ¿s 1,¡ol.l.

After the block play area was moved next to the computer area, some of

the chÏLdren carried over their play ideas from the block play area into Lhe

computer secbions and vice versa. The following conversations descrjl:e an

elaborately structured game being conveyed back and forth between the two

environmenl-s. This conversation r4ras recorded over a four day period. The

theme of the play focussed on a q)ace garne and was stimulating enough to the
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players involved to capture their attention for a fuLl four days.

Observations

Day I:

51. nHow do you get this away?n

Sl4. nGood. How do you...n

53. nCan I see this?"

S14. "No. A video game.' (SI. is pressing the keys)

SI4. nUp, up, straight. How do ....I turn around and go back?n

51. nO.K. Good."

SI4. 'How do I make an I?n

51. nSee, he's going...straight up.n

SI4. 'Good. Would you like to try this one? Yes.n

S1. 'Would you Jike to go back?n

SI4. 'How do I turn it?"

Sl. nAnyway you lvant.n

S14. nI want to down one.n

SI. nHe wants clown! Up!'

S14. nGood. I have to go back up again.n (presses keys with both hands).

SI. nNow I want a turn. Do you want to stop? Press this arrow.

Now...See... O. K. ...Stop!'

Sl4. nLetrs go back."

S1. nOh no. Play with the otller machire.n

St4. nGood, (pleased with Lhe results). I actually have to go down. Turn thjs

turtle down.n

51. nUp! Up!'

S14. 'Good. Goocl.n
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51. nWould you like to go back?n

SI4. nlrll try. Wait. Turn it on fast.n

sl. "rt skips right down. Did you see that? rt skipped right back down. No.

Press down. You need to press the big arrow. There -Enemies. you did it.n

SI4. 'You didnrt get us (referring to the enemies). you didn'tln

S1. nNow let me tn/ it.'
S14. 'Good! (S1. operates the cornputer). Right down.n

SI. noh, now press up.n

SI4. nNow push 'Tr.n

sr. 'oh no, r fired it. oh no, oh no, oh no, therers enemies -a rockeL outln

sr4. "Approaching mjssile. Quick, theyrre shooting at us. smoke. They won't

see you j¡ the smoke. Enemies, quick!'

51. noh no, oh no, oh no!"

s14. nDo you want. to be 'BEAN? o.K. rn the Dukes of Hazard."

51. noh no - I'm not in a rocketln

S14. 'You can still be the Duke.n

sl. noh, r have to put it...oh no. r have to turn. oh no! oh no! oh no!

Control is gone. Noln

Sl-4. nVlerre heading downward. I'11 switcìr on...qui-ck, insicie. Bad guys. r'11

shoot.n

51. 'O.k. NOW! Oh no, oh no. Enemiesln

S14. nEnemies. Quick. Enelnies on screen.n

51. T know. Oh I know. Bad guys- mj^ssiles. KiIL them!'

S14. nrrll push red. Enemy fi-re guick (makes a lot of noises to accompany

enemy fire). That was Lhe helicopter.n

Sl. "Oh look! Enemiesln (very loud voice)
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S14. nGood. Computer sho-oo-oot.n (makes a shooting noise).

51. 'The killers are comi¡g in ...n

S14. "Wefre in the helicopter. Oh no! Enemies! Approaching fast jn

helicopter.' (great exsitement, shouting, sounds created by SI4. to accompany

action). nOh, goodbye."

S1. nOh no! Enemies! Shot down. Then I shot the enemies. Oh no, we have to

turn a corner. Oh no, try. Quick at the endln

S14. "Enemies nuick. Ànd they....missl1es....bad guys...their armour is too

strong for the Raiders. Put on fnll speed.r (operating þystick).

S1. nHers not going anywhere. He's þst printing out.n (face all wri¡k1ed up.)

S14. nCan you use this computer here?n (changes over to other computer).

oGood. Quick!"

Sl. nSnacking...oh no.n

Sl-4. nBee be be. Control pojnt. Fire! Quick! Do, do, do. euick!'

SI. Ttrs not workìng.n

S14. nGood. Let me do it. Wait.'

S1. T'm tired of plairng. tie wanna plây a different game.n

54. 'What are you guys playing?"

S14. T don'L know. (Sl. leaves). There's base. There's screen. euick."

54. nHa."

S14. "Wait a moment Captain. Do do do da da. Oh. Therers something \{rong.

Do do do do da da do (pressing central key.) Here! Here! play.n

54. nDonrt you want to play with me insbead of that?'

57. (had been watching) nttow it's my turn.n

54. "What are you doing?' (to S14.)

SI4. 'Just wait. Home base...n (S14. then leaves and comes back a minute
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later).

57. Slow1y presses the keys with one hand.

SI4. 'You know what? In a real computer with a helicopter they don't have a

tape onln

57. "Irm wearing a blouse today.n (presses keys without looking).

S14. nWhatrs this for?n (S7. looks and ljstens). nTherers another shjrt under

here.n (he's wearing two shirhs).

DaY2:

The children involved in the previous day's game entered the computer

area and immediately conLinued with the same game theme as they had ended

with the day before.

53. and 51. at the apple with rl,etLers' board game.

53. 'Quick S1. ,frve got to drive the rocket. That's for a lot of rockets to

chase after.n (types using the 'Delete' key).

Sl. nOh no. Somebodyrs hurb at home.n

S3. T'11 make all these rockets disappear.n (uses rUp Arrow' k"y).

SI. nlrm driving the rocket.n (turns arrow on the 'Letters' game spin wheel).

52. Joins i¡.

53. "These rockets go really fast.n (frits the E>ace bar). "If m maklng it really

dark...so...can't see.n (darkens monitor).

51. nVte have to make the rockets disappear.'

53. nl,etrs go fast...n (makes vroom noises). nHey, wetre driving the rocketln

(directs this statement to S2.).

S1. nNow Irm going on speed eight.'

53. and 52.Ieave.
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Sl. (speaking to the observer) "We have to chase one hundred rockets...one

thousand. These are the rockets.n (points to stationary screen cursors). nThis

is our rocket that chased hi-m.n (points to flas6¡g cursor).

53. and 52. return. S3. walks over to the Radio Shack computer and sets up the

Doodle Logo program for 52. (program is already loaded into the machjne but

53. breaks it out of rRunr and sets up Doodle mode). 53. goes back to his seat.

at. the Apple and S1. conti¡ues with the spjn a wheel pretending he is driving.

Sl2. nCome on. Therers a bad guy afber us so I'm really going fast so he canrt

catch us. (Cursor streaks across the screen). Mmmmmmmmmmm do do do do.

Therers a bad guy behind us. See that tree? (he points to a construction paper

tree on the blackboard behj¡d him). Hers behind it, there.n

52. (on the Radio Shack Computer). oThere's a bad guy afber me.

Deedeedeedee.n (pressing keys while 51. and 53. inspect the spin a wheel).

SI. nMmmmmmmm. We have to take one thousand rockels .n

53. "A1l right S1. '

Day 3:

For the thlr<l day in a row, the same sbudents contjnued to develop the

q)ace game theme within the cornputer area. ft was noticed that their

attention span for a game consisr*ing enLirely of the cursrs on the computer

screen and limited only by the scope of thejr imaginations was subsbantially

longer in duration than what was observed for either the Logo language or the

C.AJ. games. This has possible impJ-ications for developers of children's

software meaning that more attenlion shouki be given to the desires, need.s, and

wants of children who use computer programs in order to ensure the provision

of useful and motivating software.
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s3. nThe rocket is chasing people.n (the cursor moves across the screen).

S1. nJust a minute, we have to press'Spacet.n

53. nNewton on Hercules, when sourething goes wrong always say tsufferin

Succatash.n

SI. nWe have to chase one hundred." (turns machine off and on again).

53. (Joined by S2.). nNo, 52. don'L <jo it.n (S2. left).

53. 5'11 make it dark." (turns screen low) nSo now, no one behind can see us.n

51. nI have to make the rockets clisappear.n

s2. (comi¡g back i¡to the area). nvtant some orange Suice you guys?n

53. nSure.' (S3. leaves).

S1" nWe have to chase a hundred rockets, thousands.n

53. and 52. come back.

52. (Goes to Lhe Raöo Shack compuLer).

53. (Joins S1. at the App1e). nsee that tree? (points to the construcLion paper

tree on the blackboard). Hers behind that.' (the bad guy).

s2. (on the Radio shack computer). nA bad guy's coming after me.n

s3. (on Apple). n[,rJe'll, we'll get him.n (turns to sl. and they move the cursor

across the screen. 53. conLinues to chase the bad guy who is afber 52. using

the separate computer while S1. runs between the two telling 53. and 52. how

close they are to each other).

Day 4:

The space tireme again contj¡ued for a fourth day between the same

group of students. Other children had gro\4rn uninterested in hearing the

conversaLions of the children regarding their game and had withdrawn from the
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area to plây in other secbions of the preschool The involved stutlents

maintained the game theme but were observed to have exhausted thejr

imaginations and/or interest level in the game. This may be attributed to the

drop of jnterest displayed by their peers in their acLiviLies.

53. and S1. run inbo the computer area.

53. (esks for the 'Letters' board game. He and S1. indicate they want to

conti¡ue their rocket game. 53. sits down and types i¡ letters on Lhe Apple

while Sl. searches the c'lassroom for the spin a wheel When he can'L find it,

he returns with four blocks, each blcrck having a number on it. SI. announces

that the numbers can be his speeds)

SI. nSee, I have speed." (Sf. sits down with 53. who begins to type jn

'Rockets').

51. nWe will go at speed eleven.n (the number on the block he is holding. At

this point S1. sees the çin a wheel and discards the blocks. 51. begins turning

the wheel making various 'car' noises). nMmmmmmmmmm." (S1. then suggests

to 53. that they should put in more rockets).

53. T can do what. I want in my rockeL. (turns down the monitor). So the bad

guys wontt see us.n

(eoth chÏLdren conLinue to play in this Eashion for five more minutes before they

move off).

During the same time period, it was observed that a similar game \,ras

bei¡g conslructed in the other research group. The rnain difference was that the

experimental group uUlized both the computers and the block play area whjle

the control group brought blocks into the computer area but did not utjtize the
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computer in any way. Both groups had "robotsn as thei-r main theme. Thjs was

partially attributed to the sudden influx of nstar Wars" movies and cartoons

bei¡g shown on the television that week. For example, a child i¡ the afternoon

group constructed three very elaborate, four foot tall robots out of the blocks.

To ensure against thejr destrucLion, he laid masking tape on the floor

cjrcumferencing the robots. Tbe other chjfdren immediately interpreted it to be

a pathway of sorts and followed it consistently over the next few days until the

interest level dropped off for that parLi-cula¡ g¿¡¡s.

57. uFoILow the tracks! (the tape), FoILow the tracks everywhere!!" (this

was spoken over and over agaln in a singing voice).

Approximately two months after the research study started, the chjJ-dren

i¡ both groups started to exhibit a high level of interest j¡ the board games

Wee Shapes, Brainy Blocks, and Three to lilatch. The children in both groups

immediately started to play with the games, but only i¡ the computer area. Tn

the control group, a very dynamic j¡teractive situation was observed one

afternoon. The situation involved a group of chjldren play:ng with the board

games on the floor while jndividual members of the group alternated between

turns on the computer and thejr turn at the board games. The atmosphere within

the area \das very i¡teractive.
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This particular situation was considered important by the researcher as

subsbantial proof of the acceptance of the computers as another "toy" by the

preschool children studied.

Miscellaneous O bservations

Other observaLions focussed on a variety of issues. It was noLiced that

one child, an E.S.L. student, was having difficulty making social-contact with

other children. He would i¡volve hirnself in paralle-l play activities wiLh them

but would avoid direct inberacLion.

In March, he walked into the cornputer area and þined another child using

bhe computer. The other ch-ild left. and he then changed seats in order to be

directly i¡ front of the keyboard. He started Lo press the keys randomly and got

very excited when he reatized the screen effect of the kelpressing. The

following js the conversation initiated by him durj¡g this epjsode.

S1. (using the Apple).

Sl9. (using the Radio Shack computer and the Ernie program). nHe's playing

wrong.n (meaning Prnie).

St5. (Joins S1. Brings a chair over and sits beside him. Watches the teacher

play with the Ernie game. SI9. leaves).

516. and SI7. are in the computer area building with the large blocks).

516. "This can be a computer place.n (referring to what they are builtüng).

52. nI,ookn. (S19. comes back and gives S18. instruction fur how to play the

game. They both leave after a few minutes have passed).

SI5. 'Look it! Look it!' (Sl. Had lefb the Apple and SI5. had taken over Lhe

seat. would repeat this phrase eveqrtime he put something on the screen by
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pressing random keys. This was the first time S15. had spoken. V{henever the

observer looked away, S15. would touch her shoulder and redirect her gaze to

the screen.) nl,ook it! Six crs, four c's, Look itl Look it! Wherers rPr ?n

(SI5. was then þined by the teacher. He proceeded to show her how to fill in

the screen and then make it disappear).

It is not to be implied that the computer helped him overcome hjs shyness

regarding djrect interaction with people i¡ the preschool However, it can be

postulated that the computer was instmmental in heþi¡g him gaÍn a sense of

social interacLion and i¡volvemenL.

IL had been mentioned i¡ Chapter Three, l4ethod, that the preschool was

integrated. An interesbing observation involved one of the special needs

studenLs and his exploration of the concept of the cause and effect using the

computer. The following anecdote describes the situation.

SI8. (S18. had been shown how to turn off the monitor). nDisappearln (SI8.

pressed tReturn' and then erased the screen). nPut it backln (PresseC various

keys to put characters on the screen. Kept repeating the process and jumpjng

up and down). T did it, I did itl' (S18. repeated this a few times and then wenl:

to the Radio Shack computer). nPut ii: up! It the sameln (the game Erniers

Magic Shapes was in the computer aL this Lime. SI8. had never played this

game before, he had only watched. SlB. was demonstraLing that he was capable

of playing the game). nBunny, bunny.n (Sf8. played this game for a few

minutes anci then went back to the Apple computer). 'I did it! It disappeared.

Put iL back! I did it!"
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One of the underlying airns of the research study was to try to get the

computers accepted by both students and teachers as part of the preschool

environment. To a certain extent, this happened. However, computers, even i¡ a

preschool where they are utilized as toys, carry with them a certaj¡ bit of awe.

While observing the children use the computers, observations concerning teacher

reactions were also recorded. An example of how "awe inspiringn the t-echnology

is for some people can be described as follows: One of the children was busy

working on one of the computer games. It occurred that the child was required

to reload the program at one point when another student accidently pulled out

the plug to the computer. The child simply reloaded the program and then

conti¡ued on with the game. One of the teachers, who had never displayed any

jnterest in the computersr wâs overheard Lo say "r never thought could

do that.n This also could be interpreted fro¡n the perspective that young

childrenrs abilities on computers may be underestimated.

The concept of animism, meaning gving ljfe-like attrjbutes to i¡animate

obþcts, should be considered when looking at young children and computers.

Many adults often feel there is something magical or mysLical about computers

so it can be a natural asqumption to think children may believe computers are

alive in some way. One instance of animism was observed to have occurred

during the sbudy. The children in the experimental group were planting bean

seeds in styrofoam cups in order to see their growing process. AlJ. of the

chiLdren put their cups near a natural source of tlght with the exception of one

boy. He placed his next to the computers. When questioned by the researcher

as to why he was putting it there instead of in the wj¡dow, his response was

nvlleIl, when I leave and go home, the computers and my plants will be all alone.

I have to put them together so that my ptant will keep the computers company
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and the computers vrritl help my plant gro\^I.n

The concept of magic was also raised by a student i¡ the control group.

The following conversations relates the context of its use. It was a topic which

occurred twice.

S20. "I've got magic fingers. We both have magic fingers, right?' (this was

sbated after S20. had found the repeat function of the keys. The students were

reguired to leave the room ab this time in order to heJp clean out the sandbox).

"I can't go outside cause if r'm out-side, Irll lose my magic. My fingers wonrt be

magic anymore.n

Researcher. nWeJJ, you can leave the magic with me and I|IL give it back to you

when you come back in.n

S20. nO.K. Here.n (Slapped the researchersr hand and bhen left).

Second Observation:

S20. T want to write, not play games.n

Sl3. nI want to spell, don't put games on.n (S13. spelled out her name, cleared

the screen and then left Lo work on the Apple).

S20. nHow'd you do that?' (to S13.) nltrs my maqic! I musL have given you

some!n

S21. "Ibrs magic- look at it move! I can do it! Irm typing. Nov/ I'm doing thi,s.n

S1. (plaírng a board game on the floor of the computer area). T make potions.

They are magic! It makes things back to normal Actually, it doesnfL heto, but

it makes things special rt makes magic with magic.n
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One last observation to be related concerns the amount of human contact

the sbudents wanted whïle working on the computers. Although they were all

capable of working on them alone, they still wanted to know that they were

being watched by a teacher. At times, the student would act helpless and

expect aid from the teachers. This was inberpreted as bhe students wanting

attention and approval more than aid. It was observed Ehat the amount of time

they spent working on the computers was re]ated to how much attention they

were being given. The followlng conversation is an example of the student-s need

for attention.

S2l. 'You watched him. (pointing to another sludent working on the Apple).You

watched him press the buttons.n

Observer. nYes I did.n

S2I. nDonrt you watch 59. and me?n

Observer. nYes, I watch you too.n

s2I. noh, o.K.n

SUMMÀRY

This chapter presented the most prominent observaLions recorded throughout

this study. Social inberactions, environmental interactions, and transfer of play

topics, were considered to be the areas of prime importance. Other ohservations

htere reporbed but these were not of the same level of duration as the

previously mentioned ones. With regards to language development, the child that

was observed to have spent the most tíme within the computer area did not

exhibit a greater language development than the other children. Most of this
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child's time was spent in gving orders to the other children and speaking using

statements. However, giving orders could alrc be inberpreted as a form of

decentering as the order glver wouLd be required to consider the other child's

perspectí-ve and how it could be changed through djrectives. Using this

interpretation, iL could be qpeculabed that the computer environment did

influence this particular chjld's abilty to decenter although it is not possible to

directly link it to the use of the Logo language only.

The following chapber will present the conclusions and recommendations

of this study based on both the sb,atjsLical and observational daba.



CHAPTER EIGHT

Conclusions

The conclusions, implications, and recommendations of the research are

presented in this chapber.

Condusions

The resulLs of this study failed to support the hlpothesj:s that the use of

the computer language Logo is more effective in developing the ability to

decenter than js C.A.I. Throughout this research, the subþcts maintained the

same level of development as defined by Piagetian theory regardless of the

treatment effect they received. Observational data agreecl with the findings of

previous Logo studies that Logo facilitated the areas of social development,

peer interacLlon, and peer teaching.

Implications

Before a ti¡al conclusion can be arrived at, cogniLi-ve development and

subsequent measurement of development musL be examj¡ed.

Development- of a young child's cognitive abitities as delined by Piaget is

not a steady progression from one stage to the next. Decalage, or Lime lag is a

common occurrence for a young child to encounter. Piaget (1971) explains

decalage as being related to lack of experience with a concept (such as

conservaLion or dass inclusion) using a variety of contexts within which such

concepts can occur.

I06
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At certain ages the child is able to solve
problems i¡ quite specific areas. But if one
changes to another material or to another
situation, even with a problem which seems to
be closely relatedr lags of several months are
noted, and jn some cases even of I or 2
years. (Piaget, 1971), p.10.

Therefore, those chjldren who were origina[y able to decenter and who

were later determined to be unable to decenter can be interpreted as being in

translLion from one developmental sbage to the next. This suggests that the

tests used were not sensiLì.ve enough to detecL the exact developmental sbage

the children lvere at originally.

Only through observation of everyday activities of the subþcts was it
possible to idenUfy their manipulation and exploration of the Logo environment.

Awareness of the sensiLivities some of the children felt towards the computers,

such as 53. and his concern for the well being of the plants and the computers,

could not have been guantitalively stated. The vasb imaginations observed by

the researcher of the chjldren who rplayedr with the computers withoub using

available software and the Logo language would also have gone unrecorded

using guantative measures alone. ft is apparent observational measures provided

valuable insights into the process young children go through in developing higher

cognitive abiliLies, especially that of decenterinq. In researching young

children's cognilive development within a Logo envj¡onment, a combination of

quantitative and qualitative measures is most effecLive.

Research Recom mendations

This study suggests the need for research i¡to the area of cognitive

development and its possible relationship to the Logo language. A longitudinal
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sbudy encompassing at leasb a two to three year time period should be

undertaken. The suggesbed experimental design is as follows:

-subþcts usi¡g Logo in an unstructured environment.

-subþcts using Logo in a structured environment.

-subþcLs using C.A.I. in an unstructured envjronment.

-subþcts using C.A.I. in a sL.ructured envjronment.

-subþct-s in a non-computerized structured envjronment.

-subþcts j¡ a non-computerized unstructured envjronment.

The variabl-es under investigation would be strucbured environment versus

an unstructured environment, LogO Versus C.A.f.' Logo Versus nO computer

influences, and C.A.I. versus no computer influences. Piagetian tests should be

the basis for the measurement but their non-parametric nature limits thejr

interpretation to ordinal scales. PiageLian tests should be supported by

observational stucly when researchlng Piagelian concepts of coqnitive

development. Elkind (1971) states 'In the case of Piagetian tasks, therefore'

their ¡usbifi.cation lay in whether or not they revealed developmental trends jn

the kinds of concept-s about which Piaget was concerned.n (p.26)

Thls study has examined Papertrs claims that. Logo does help younc

chj16ren develop higher cognitive abjlties. The statjstical evidence does noL

validate such claims but they do supporb Piagetían theory regarding

developmental levels with reference to age and experiential factors.

ObservaLional data have introduced additional variables unrecognized by the

researcher at the start of the study. It is suggested that. further sbudies j¡ the

area of Logo and young children focus on these variables using both guantative

and qualitative measures. In addition, the data from this thesis research

suggest the use of computer games enhances young chjldren's cognitive abilities.
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As it is a well known Piagetian statement that young children do i¡deed learn

through play, further research i¡to the possible effects of computer games on

the young chilri's physical and cogniLive enyjronment is recommended. Through

a combinaLi-on of data collection techniques, educaLors wjLl understand better

how chjfdren interact with and use a computer language and high technology

envjronment i¡ a way best suited to their individual learning styles.
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Dear Parents,

I wouLd like to reguest your permjssion in allowing your chjLd Lo
partjcipate rn a !{a$er's thesis research proÞcL, the LitLe of which is:
COMPUTERS IN THE PRESCHOOL: À STUDY OF PIAGETIAN CONCEPTS,
COI'lPUTER ÀSSISÎED INSTRUCTTON, AND SEX DIFFERENCES.

t'ticrocomputers have become an integral part of the Ed. PsYc. Preschool
settjng since January 1983. t'ly thesis involves researchi¡g the effects, rf any,
Ehat* various computer experiences have on a young childrs cognitive
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If you wish to observe t}re proþct feel free to do so at anyt'ime.
I wouLd be happy to answer any guestior¡s you may have concerning this

proþct or to discuse it in further depth.
I thank you in advance for your reply and consideration.

Sheltey D. Turr¡bulL

office # 4 4-9629
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Figure Seven

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP I
STÀNDÀRD MEANS
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i.0

Figure Eight

EXPTiì.II'IENTAL CROUP 2

STANDARD MEAI.¡S
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Figure Nine
STANDARD MEANS

OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRE AND POST TEST SCORES
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Figure Ten

EXPERTMENTAL GROUP 1

AVERAGE STANDA RD DEVIÀTIONS
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Figure Eleven

EXPERI}IENTAL GROUP 2

AVER A G E STANDA RD DEVIATIONS
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Figure Twelve
STANDARD DE\rIATIONS

OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRE ÀND POST TEST SCORES
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Figure Thirteen

FREQUENCY POLYGON REPRESENTING
THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRE AND POST TEST SCORES

FOR BOTH EXPERIMENTAL GROT]PS ON REV},RSAB]LITY
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Figure Fourteen

FREQUENCY POLYGON REPRESENTING
THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRE AND POST TEST SCORES

FOR BOTH I]XPERII'IENTAL GROUPS ON TRANSFOP'-I'1ATIOT]
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Figure Fifteen

FREQUENCY POLYGON REPRESENÎING
THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRE AND POST TEST SCORES

FOR BOT}ì EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS ON CLASSIFICATION A
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Frequency
l5

Figure Sixteen
FREQUENCY POLYGON REPRESENTING

THE DTFFERENCES BETWEEN PRE ÀND POST TEST SCORES

h'oR sorH rixpERII"IENTAL GROUPS ON CLASSIF]CATION B
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L34Figure Seventeen

FREQUENCY POLYGON REPRESENTING
THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRE AND POST TEST SCORES
FOR BOTH EXPER IyIENTAL GROUPS ON CONSERVATION
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Figure Eighteen

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUI"iMARY TABLE

VARIABLE #I
RBVERSABILTTY

SOURCE OF
VA RTANCE

SUM OF
SQUA RES

MEAN
SQUARE

r
VALUE

DF

BETWEEN

TITHIN

0.3243L677

4.702857L4

1

44

0.3243167 7 3.03

0.106883r2

TOTAL 5.027L739r 45

A value of F(4.06) is required for significance at the .05 level



136Figure Nineteen

ANALYStrS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY TABLE

VA RTABLE #2
TR¡,I{SFORI{.ATIOT{

SOURCE OF
VA RIANC E

SUM OF
SQUA RES

MEAN
SQUA RE

F
VALUE

DF

BETWEEN

V'TITHIN

TOTAL

0.05822981

8.r428s714

8.20108696

I

A value of F(4.06) is required for significance at the .05 level

0.05822981 0.31

0.1850649444

45
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Fígure Twenty

ANALYSIS OF VARIÀNCE SUMMARY TABLE

VARIABLE #3
CI,ASSIFICATIO}I A

SOURCE OF
VA RIANC E

SUM OF
SQUA RES

MEAN
SQUA RE

F
VALUE

DF

BETWEEN

WITHIN

0.0s979296

2.59238095

I 0.05979296 1.01

0.0589177544

TOTAL 2.652r739L 45

A value of F(4.06) is required for significance at the .05 level
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Figure Twenty-One

ANALYSÍS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY TABLE

VARIABLE #4
CLASSIFICATION B

SOURCE OF
VA RIANC E

SUM OF
SQUA RES

MEAN
SQUA RE

F

VALUE
DF

BETWEEN

VüTTHIN

0.2329L925

3.57L42857

I
44

0.23291925 2.87

0.08116883

TOTAL 3.80434783 45

A value of F(4.06) is required for si-gnificance at the .05 level
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Figure T\,Ienty-Tr^/o

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMÀRY TÀBLE

VARIABLE #5
CONSERVATION

SOURCE OF
VA RIANC E

SUM OF
SQUA R ES

MEAN
SQUARE

F
VALUE

DF

BETWEEN

!'¡ITHIN

0.28r83230

5.57142857

I 0.28183230 2.23

0.L266233844

TOTAL 5.8s326087 45

À value of F(4.06) is required for significance at the .05 level




